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ABSTRACT 
This thesis explores the relationship between sociologists and the Republican 
state in China in the 1930s and 1940s. Emphasized is the fate of the academic 
sociologists, as exemplified by the case of Sun Benwen, who explained China's 
situations and suggested ways to solve her social problems according to their 
professional judgment and academic standpoints. Sun Benwen, a sociologist of the 
Cultural School, focused his attention on the cultural factor and its influence on 
society. He advocated cultural eclecticism and compromise of Chinese and Western 
cultures. This position matched well the Guomindang's ideology and he stressed the 
leading role of the government to guide social reconstruction through reforming 
Chinese culture. However, although the Sociology Department of the National Central 
University and the Chinese Sociological Society under his leadership upheld their 
academic professionalism, they had only limited achievements. While the academic 
sociologists had their own weaknesses especially in catching up with the tides of 
radicalism, the main problems lay in the lack of sustained support for long-term 
academic research and cultural reform projects by the short-sighted Nationalist 
government which, haunted by domestic troubles and foreign invasion, had to cut 
expenses for the less urgent social development programmes. Economic and political 
crises also intensified Guomindang's suspicion of intellectuals. The fate of the 
academic sociologists in the Republican period demonstrated that even the most 
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Chinese intellectuals are not people who only take advantages from society. They 
are always willing and ready to give. When China, in the modem period, was plagued 
by internal and external problems, they did not hesitate to involve themselves in the 
waves of national salvation movement. As remarked by E-tu Zen Sun, "(They) clung 
firmly to the classical tradition that the scholar is not a mere technical expert but must 
think like a statesman on behalf of the whole society, rulers and people alike."' Some 
of the educated scholars suggested proposals of various kinds to save their country 
and these proposals were all products of highly rational considerations. 
Given China's extended territory and the complexity of problems faced, modem 
Chinese intellectuals, at different levels and degrees, had to rely upon the state to 
implement their proposals. Liberals such as Hu Shi, Ding Wenjiang and Fu Sinian 
accepted the political leadership of the Nationalist Party. Although they were critical 
of the government's internal and external policies, they did not decline acting as 
I E-tu Zen Sun, "The Growth of the Academic Community, 1912-1949," John K. Fairbank and Albert 
Feuerwerker ed., The Cambridge History of China, v. 13, Republican China 1912-1949, part 2 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986)，p. 365. 
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advisors in the government.^ Marxist intellectuals, however, criticized the Nationalist 
government and became sympathetic with the Chinese Communist Party in the first 
half of the twentieth century. In fact, most Chinese intellectuals were not vocal. Some 
might put forward in their writings proposals to solve certain social problems hoping 
that the government would adopt them. Some did receive certain attention, especially 
when they had maintained a cordial relationship with the government. To the 
government, this group of intellectuals was reliable and trustworthy. 
Many sociologists were among the group of social reformers who were not 
critical of the Nationalist government. Using Western sociological concepts and 
theories to interpret Chinese society, their proposals of national salvation usually 
covered the themes of culture and society. Sociologists, therefore, had a broader view 
on the problems of Chinese society and the different factors underlying those 
problems. In a sense, their proposals were more comprehensive than those of the 
economists and political scientists who only concerned themselves with economic and 
political problems. 
A study of American sociology before 1945 shows that applied sociologists were 
invited to work in the federal government and had some impact upon policy makers. 
For instance, a group of some fifty to sixty sociologists worked in the Department of 
2 The classic work on Chinese liberals is Jerome B. Grieder, Intellectuals and the State in Modem 
China: A Narrative History (New York: The Free Press, 1981). 
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Agriculture, while Philip Hauser, being appointed by the Bureau of the Census in the 
mid-1930s, brought in a considerable number of sociologists to conduct demographic 
research.^ Sociologists were very much respected by the authorities. 
In contrast, sociologists in China did not fare that well in China. S.L. Wong has 
studied the fate of sociologists and the discipline of Sociology in the People's 
Republic.4 This thesis' focus is on a rather understudied topic-the relationship 
between the Nationalist government and those uncritical sociologists who should have 
been respected by the authorities as helpful advisors.51 call this group of intellectuals 
"academic sociologists" who were distinguished from their critical counterparts in the 
Marxist camp for the former's academic instead of political emphasis. An academic 
sociologist usually had his own explanation of China's situations derived from highly 
rational and sophisticated reasoning, and he would stress the role of government in 
solving social problems. Most of the academic sociologists taught in higher 
3 Martin Bulmer, "The Growth of Applied Sociology after 1945: The Prewar Establishment of the 
Postwar Infrastructure," Terence C. Halliday and Morris Janowitz ed., Sociology and Its Publics: The 
Forms and Fates of Disciplinary Organization (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 
1992), p. 320. 
4 Siu-lun Wong, Sociology and Socialism in Contemporary China (London: Routledge and K. Paul, 
1979). 
5 Recent studies on the relationship between Chinese intellectuals and the state however have been 
focused on the critical intellectuals in the People's Republic. Ka-ho Mok studies the intellectuals such 
as Yan Jiaqi, Fang Lizhi and Liu Binyan who were critical of the political, social and economic 
conditions in the post-Mao Zedong era. The authorities regarded them as dissidents (Ka-ho Mok, 
Intellectuals and the State in Post-Mao China [London: Macmillan Press Ltd., 1998]). On the other 
hand, the professional elite such as economists, lawyers, scientists and technologists are discussed in a 
collection of essays edited by Goldman, et al. but they are not treated in depth (Merle Goldman, et al., 
China's Intellectuals and the State: In Search of a New Relationship [Cambridge, M.A.: The Council 
on East Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1987]). There is still much room for the study of the 
relationship between intellectuals and the Republican State, especially the academics and the 
Guomintang government. 
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educational institutions or conducted sociological research in registered academic 
organizations. With the government's sanction, they were allowed to form 
professional societies and publish academic journals. There were roughly 143 
academic sociologists in China by 1947.6 Several well-known figures were Sun 
Benwen, Chen Da, Pan Guangdan, Wu Jingchao, Wu Zelin and Chen Xujing. 
Ambrose King, a famous Chinese sociologist in Hong Kong today, also terms 
these sociologists "academic sociologists". He divided sociology into two streams, i.e., 
Comtean sociology and Marxist sociology. The academic sociologists were 
predominantly Comtean.? They followed Auguste Comte's sociological tradition 
which was labeled by the leftists as "bourgeois sociology". In return, the academic 
sociologists regarded the writings emphasizing historical materialism as works of 
unorthodox sociology. Since Marxism and historical materialism were condemned by 
the Nationalist government, sociologists of the radical camp were outside the formal 
school system. Neither could they organize study societies or publish academic 
journals with official sanction. They were mostly identified by their radical political 
position instead of academic standing as sociologists in mainland China today. For 
example, Li Dazhao, Qu Qiubai, Mao Zedong, Li Da, Xue Moqiao, Xu Deheng and 
6 Benwen Sun, Dangdai Zhongguo shehuixue (Contemporary Chinese Sociology) (Shanghai: Shengli 
chuban gongsi, 1948), pp. 319-27. 
7 Yeo-chi King and Tse-sang Wang, "The Development and Death of Chinese Academic Sociology: A 
Chapter in the Sociology of Sociology," Modern Asian Studies, 12, 1 (1978): 40. 
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Hua Gang are still considered sociologists in sociological writings published in 
China.' 
Unfortunately, the studies of Chinese sociology have been focused on the general 
development of sociology in China rather than on academic or Marxist sociologists.^ 
Most works cover an extended period of time, usually beginning from Yan Fu's 
translation of Herbert Spencer's The Study of Sociology in 1903. Previous research 
tended to take the whole country as the unit of analysis. This macro and superficial 
perspective is largely a result of the lack of relevant primary and secondary historical 
materials. 
There are works on more specific issues. Some writers are interested in the 
import of Western sociology into China in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century. Zhang Yun's article, for example, discusses how Yan Fu interpreted 
sociology and how the concept of Social Darwinism affected Chinese society. In 
order to explain why sociology was introduced to the Chinese at that particular point 
of time, Han Mingmuo argues that sociology in China had a tradition of practical 
8 Zhongxing Sun, "Yi jiu si jiu nian yi qian Zhongguo shehuixue shi shang de Ma Ke Si zhuyi anliu" 
(The Marxist Undercurrents in the Development of Sociology in China Before 1949), Zhongguo 
shehuixue kan (The Chinese Journal of Sociology), 10 (September 1986): 63-9. 
9 See the following books: Siu-lun Wong, Sociology and Socialism in Contemporary China (London: 
Routledge and K. Paul, 1979); Yabin Yang, Zhongguo shehuixue shi (History of Chinese Sociology) 
(Jinan: Shandong renmin chubanshe, 1987); Minghan Han, Zhongguo shehuixue shi (History of 
Chinese Sociology) (Tianjin: Tianjin renmin chubanshe, 1987); Zhuo Zhang, Zhongguo shehui he 
shehuixue bai nian shi (The History of Chinese Society and Sociology in the Hundred Years) (Hong 
Kong: Zhonghua shuju, 1992); Georges-Marie Schmutz, La Sociologie de la Chine Materiaux pour une 
Histoire, 1748-1989 (Beme: Peter Lang, 1993). 
Yun Zhang, "Xifang shehuixue kaishi chuanru Zhongguo de guocheng ji qi lishi zuoyong" (The 
Process of Western Sociology's Introduction into China and Its Historical Role), Shehui (Society), 2 
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application. The Chinese used the sociological knowledge to serve their purposes of 
statecraft administration and national salvation as well as Socialist reconstruction in 
the modem times.” These works illustrate how Chinese intellectuals accepted and 
used Western sociology in times of national crisis. The focus, however, is on the 
intellectual aspect only. Discussions on the activities of sociology departments and 
sociological organizations are not enough. 
Partly due to the tradition to treat the development of sociology in China as a 
branch of intellectual history and partly due to the influence of Marxism in mainland 
China, there appeared many works on Chinese intellectuals with Marxist perspectives 
on Chinese society such as Li Dazhao, Qu Qiubai, Li Da, Xu Deheng, and even Mao 
Zedong. 12 
Another area of study is the development of sociology in particular places, 
namely the city of Shanghai and Yunnan province. The interest in Shanghai arises 
from Qu Qiubai, who was in charge of the leftist Sociology Department of the 
Shanghai University in the late On the other hand, the concentration of 
(May 1992): 12-6. 
11 Mingmuo Han, "Zhongguo shehuixue yingyong de lishi chuantong" (A Historical Study of the 
Application of Sociology in China), Beijing daxue xuebao (Journal of Beijing University), 3 (May 20, 
1986): 15-21. 
12 Examples of the writings on the Marxist sociologists are Kaixue Li, "Mao Zedong shehuixue sixiang 
chu tan" (A Study of Mao Zedong's Sociological Thoughts), Guizhou daxue xuebao (Journal of 
Guizhou University), 2 (1988): 85-9; Dinghong Chen, "Li Dazhao shehuixue sixiang fawei" (The 
Initiation of Li Dazhao's Sociological Thought), Shehuixue yanjiu (Sociological Studies), 1 (January 
20, 1989): 76-81; Jianming Zhou, "Qu Qiubai—Woguo Ma Ke Si zhuyi shehuixue de chuangjian zhe" 
(Qu Qiubai—The Founder of Marxist Sociology in Our Country), Xuexi yu tansuo (Study and 
Exploration), 4-5 (September 1989): 36-42. 
Jiagui Wang and Xiyao Cai, "Er shi nian dai chuqi de Shanghai daxue shehuixuexi" (The Department 
6 
famous sociologists like Chen Da, Fei Xiaotong and Wu Wenzao in Yunnan during 
the Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945) has drawn researchers' attention to the province. 
However, the emphasis of their works is still on sociologists' teaching activities and 
academic researches. Yan Jian does point out that Qinghua University, in 1939, 
offered training courses for the Ministry of Internal Affairs to train the administrators 
supervising household registration.^^ But he does not go into details. The questions of 
why Qinghua initiated such a program and who sponsored it are yet to be answered. 
The studies on Yanjing University in Beiping, however, overlook the political 
environment of the time. Although Yanjing University had close connections with the 
Rockefeller Foundation and other organizations in America, it was by no means 
separated from the government. ^ ^ The relations between educational institutions and 
the government need to be clarified. 
Works about the so-called "bourgeois" sociologists in China before 1949, 
however, do not compare with Marxist sociologists both in terms of quantity and 
of Sociology in Shanghai University at the Beginning of the Twenties), Society (Society), 3 (August 
1982): 8, 47-9. 
14 Jian Yan, "Kang Ri zhanzheng shiqi Yunnan shehuixue huodong si ti" (Yunnan Society Studies in the 
Anti-Japanese War), Sixiang zhanxian (Sixiang zhanxian Journal), 3 (May 24, 1990): 78, 91-4; 
"Yunnan daxue shehuixuexi shimo" (The Beginning and End of the Sociology Department, Yunnan 
University), Shehui (Society), 4, 4 (August 20, 1984): 51-2; Yong Xie, "Kui Ge—Zhongguo xiandai 
xueshu jituan de chuxing" (Kui Ge一The Prototype of Modem Chinese Academic Organization), 
Beijing daxue xuebao (Journal of Beijing University), 35, 1 (1998): 51-6. 
15 Jian Yan, "Kang Ri zhanzheng shiqi Yunnan shehuixue huodong si ti" (Yunnan Society Studies in the 
Anti-Japanese War): 94. 
16 Yung-chen Chiang, Social Engineering and the Social Sciences in China, 1898-1949, Ph.D. 
Dissertation (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University, 1986); Sudong Fu, "Yanjing daxue shehuixuexi san 
shi nian" (The Thirty Years of Yanjing University's Sociology Department), Society (Society), 4 
(November 1982): 42-7. 
7 
quality. Usually, reminiscences of the former have a metaphorical tone with detailed 
accounts on what they did but little about what they thought]? Under the 
"reactionary" authorities, the Nationalist government's attitude toward sociologists 
was generally described as oppressive by mainland Chinese scholars. But considering 
the fact that, as some sociologists stressed in their reminiscences and who had kept a 
low political profile and some turned to the Communist Party only several years 
before Liberation in 1949, their relations with the government should not be so bad. 
There might be tensions though, for example, as stated by Wang Kang, as the 
concepts such as social change, social reform, liberalism and individualism generally 
held by sociologists might be incompatible with the style of rule of the Nationalist 
Party. 18 The whole picture of how the sociologists and the government interacted is so 
complicated that it needs to be dealt with in greater depth. 
Research on these "bourgeois" sociologists from a historical perspective are rare. 
Zhou Shujun points out that Wu Jingchao worked in the Nationalist government, but 
fails to relate Wu's service with his proposals of social reconstruction. The role of 
17 Kun Yang, "Wo de minzuxue yanjiu wu shi nian" (Fifty Years of My Research on Nationality 
Studies), The Editorial Board of Wenxian, Beijing Library ed., Zhongguo dangdai shehuikexuejia 
(Contemporary Chinese Social Scientists), v. 1 (Beijing: Shumu wenxian chubanshe, 1982), pp. 188-
208; Wenzao Wu, "Wu Wenzao zizhuan" (An Autobiography of Wu Wenzao), v. 8 (1986), pp. 77-94; 
Kang Wang, Xuebu jiShehuixue zai Zhongguo (A Collection of Learning to Walk—Sociology in 
China) (Tianjin: Tianjin renmin chubanshe, 1983); Zelin Wu, "Yi kangzhan qian Hu-Ning yidai 
shehuixue de fazhan" (Reminiscences on the Development of Sociology in the Shanghai and Nanjing 
Areas Before the Anti-Japanese War), Shehui (Society), 3, 4 (August 20, 1983): 38-41; Xinzhe Yan, 
"Yan Xinzhe zizhuan" (An Autobiography of Yan Xinzhe), Jinyang xuekan (The Journal of Jinyang), 4 
(July 1982): 73-7. 
18 Kang Wang, Xuebu ji—Shehuixue zai Zhongguo (A Collection of Learning to Walk——Sociology in 
China), pp. 16-7，19, 22-3. 
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government is u n c l e a r , David Arkush also admits that Fei Xiaotong probably only 
became really interested in politics during the war, in 1943 or so.2° Fei started to 
criticize the rural policies, population policy, inflation, corruption and oppression then, 
but his attitude toward the government before the war was unknown. 
Mainland China has been the center for the study of the history of Chinese 
sociology. Most works on this subject appeared in the 1980s and early 1990s. The 
main limitation of the state of the field is that emphasis is too much on sociological 
thoughts but too little on sociologists' activities. Besides, the institutional background 
of the sociologists' and the academic origins of their proposals of social 
reconstruction are neglected. To fill this gap, this thesis attempts to explore the case of 
Sun Benwen, an academic sociologist who was most enthusiastic to apply 
sociological knowledge to study Chinese reality. In the following, I will not only 
discuss his institutional background and the origins of his ideas of social reform, but 
also examine the relationship between Chinese sociologists and the government as 
exemplified by Sun's case. The historical context of this study is the 1930s and 1940s 
when some sociologists were ready to put their proposals into practice as China was 
then plagued by internal problems—mainly political disturbances, economic recession, 
19 Shujun Zhou, "Shehuixuejia——Wu Jingchao" (Sociologist—Wu Jingchao), Zhongguo renmin daxue 
xuebao (Journal of the People's University of China), 4’ 6 (November 16，1990): 121-22; Fang Yuan 
and Weitian Quan, "Shehuixuejia Chen Da" (Sociologist, Chen Da), Shehuikexue zhawcian, 2 (April 30, 
1980): 128-32. 
20 David R. Arkush, Fei Xiaotong and Sociology in Revolutionary China (Cambridge, MA. and London: 
9 
and social d i so rde rand Japanese invasion. 
The Case of Sun Benwen 
Bom in Wujiang, Jiangsu province, on January 23, 1892^ ,^ Sun Benwen was the 
son of a gentry family. Both his grandfather and father were traditional degree holders. 
After receiving a traditional education in Chinese classics, he entered the National 
Beijing University in 1915^^ majoring in philosophy. He was the class representative 
and attained an outstanding performance before his classmates, which included the 
later very famous philosopher Feng Yulan. Upon graduation in 1918, he was awarded 
a scholarship for study in the United States. He enrolled at the graduate school of 
Illinois University and received an M.A. degree in sociology in 1922.^ ^ From Illinois, 
Council on East Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1981), p. 180. 
21 The biography of Sun Benwen in this paragraph is mainly based on Xianzhen Ma, "Sun Benwen," 
Yan Ruping and Zong Zhiwen ed., Mingguo renwu zhuan (The Biography of Figures in the Chinese 
Republic), v. 5 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1986), pp. 330-35. But, the dates sometimes are different 
from other sources. For example, some writers recorded that Sun Benwen was bom in 1891. See Shude 
Chen, "Sun Benwen he shehuixue yuanli" (Sun Benwen and The Principles of Sociology), Du Shu, 3 
(March 1984): 143; Miaofa Xu, "Lun Sun Benwen zai jiu Zhongguo shehuixue jie de zuoyong he 
yingxiang" (The Influence of and the Role Played by Sun Benwen in the Sociologist's Circles in Pre-
Liberation China), Shehui (Society), 4, 1 (February 20, 1984): 41; Guoxiong Wan, "Wu wenhua ji wu 
shehui: Sun Benwen yu Zhongguo shehuixue" (No Culture, No Society: Sun Benwen and Chinese 
Sociology), part 1，Zhong wai zazhi (The Kaleidoscope), 60，3 (September 1996): 14; Dinghong Chen, 
"Sun Benwen," The Research Institute of Sociology, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences ed., 
Zhongguo shehuixue nianjian, 1979-1989 (The Almanac of Chinese Sociology, 1979-1989) (Beijing: 
Zhongguo da baikequanshu chubanshe, 1989), p. 334. 
22 Chen Dinghong says Sun Benwen entered the Beijing University in 1914. Dinghong Chen, "Sun 
Benwen," p. 334. 
An interesting feature of the Chinese sociologists is that some of them at first did not select sociology 
as their majors of study in universities. Wu Jingchao loved economics and Pan Guangdan wanted to 
study biology. Wu Zelin liked agriculture but changed to study sociology simply because the latter was 
new and modem. Zelin Wu, "Yi kangzhan qian Hu-Ning yidai shehuixue de fazhan" (Reminiscences 
on the Development of Sociology in the Shanghai and Nanjing Areas Before the Anti-Japanese War), 
Shehui (Society), 3, 4 (August 20, 1983): 38. According to Wan Guoxiong, Sun Benwen's interest in 
sociology increased after he took a sociology course lectured by Kang Baozhong in 1916, who was said 
the first sociology teacher in Chinese history. Guoxiong Wan, "Wu wenhua ji wu shehui: Sun Benwen 
10 
Sun proceeded to New York University. After receiving a Ph.D. degree in 1925 there^^ 
he returned to China to become a sociology professor at Daxia University and Fudan 
University in Shanghai. From February 1929 onwards, his position was professor and 
chairman of the Sociology Department of National Central University in Nanjing. 
Sun Benwen was a model of modem Chinese sociologists. If modem Chinese 
intellectuals were bi-cultural with Chinese and Western cultural backgrounds, he 
represented most Chinese sociologists who received sociology training in European 
and American universities. American sociology was particularly influential in the 
sociological world in China in the 1930s. He was most active in introducing to the 
academic circles the Cultural School of Sociology which emphasized the cultural 
factor in understanding human society.^^ However, he was also under the influences of 
the Chinese tradition. Jiangsu province, where he was bom, was known in the Ming 
and the Qing dynasties for producing talents who performed well in the traditional 
civil service examination. Perhaps as a result of the convergence of these two currents, 
yu Zhongguo shehuixue" (No Culture, No Society: Sun Benwen and Chinese Sociology), part 1, Zhong 
wai zazhi (The Kaleidoscope), 60, 3 (September 1996): 14-5. 
24 A writer has queries whether Sun Benwen received a Ph. D. degree from the New York University. 
Zhongxing Sun, "Yi jiu si jiu nian yi qian de Zhongguo shehuixue she ji qi hexin renwu" (The Pre-
1949 Chinese Sociological Society and Its Key Figures), Zhongguo shehuixue kan (The Chinese 
Journal of Sociology), 15 (December 1991): 123-24. 
25 Zhao Chengxin, the chairman of the Sociology Department of Yanjing University, even stated that 
there were mainly two currents of sociology in China~the Cultural School and the School of 
Dialectical Materialism. Chengxin Zhao, "Zhongguo shehuixue de Hang da pai" (The Two Big Schools 
of Chinese Sociology), "Shehui yanjiu" (Social Studies), 23, Yi shi bao (Tianjin) (January 22, 1948). 
Also see Yangchong Wang, Xifang jindai shehuixue sixiang de yanjin (The Evolution of Sociological 
Thought in the Modem West) (Shanghai: Huadong shifan daxue chubanshe, 1996), p. 6. 
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Jiangsu had produced quite a number of social scientists.^^ When Sun Benwen's 
scholarship became mature in the 1930s and 1940s, it was exactly the time when 
China was in deep national crisis. He had to think what he should do and what he 
could do. This was the question that troubled all patriotic Chinese intellectuals. 
Sun Benwen was a typical academic sociologist. He developed a distinctive 
theoretical approach to solve China's problems in the 1930s and 1940s, which may be 
called cultural eclecticism. To some Chinese intellectuals and sociologists like Sun, 
China faced a cultural crisis in the modem period, which was thought to be the origin 
of all her problems. To solve the problems, they wanted to create a new culture for 
China. But they had to think about the proportion of Western culture in the new 
culture. While some intellectuals like Liang Shuming advocated a return to the 
Chinese culture, Chen Xujing, a sociologist, favored a total Westernization. Sun 
Benwen, however, saw the strong points of both Chinese and Western cultures. Thus, 
he proposed to adopt their strong points and expel their weaknesses. Cultural 
eclecticism was a mid-way between cultural conservatism and total Westernization. 
Moreover, Sun was a leading scholar in China's important sociological 
institutions. He chaired the Sociology Department of National Central University for 
！ 
I nearly twenty years. He presided twice over the Chinese Sociological Society, which, 
26 Xuejie Gu, "Zhongguo xian (dang) dai shehuikexuejia gaikuang fenxi" (An Analysis of the General 
Conditions of the Modem (Contemporary) Chinese Social Scientists), Jinyang xuekan (Jinyang 
12 
established in 1930, was a sociological organization composed of all sociologists in 
China. He was the chief editor of two periodicals, the Shehuixue kan (The Journal of 
Sociology) (1929-1936) and the Shehui jianshe (The Journal of Social Reconstruction) 
(1944-1949). Guo Ji, who was Sun's student at the Central University in the early 
1930s and went to Taiwan after 1949 regarded his teacher as the great master of 
Chinese sociology.^^ The following description about Sun Benwen by a writer in his 
doctoral dissertation indicates his importance 
Sun Benwen, professor of sociology at the National Central University, was the most 
prolific writer, with fifteen books and four translations to his account, all in Chinese. He 
wrote many introductory works in different subfields, such as social psychology, social 
thought, social problems, and history of sociology. It is therefore appropriate to call him 
the encyclopedic sociologist in the Chinese sociological community. 
The importance of Sun Benwen, however, has not been reflected in the writings 
about him. There are reminiscences written by his students at Central University. 
They are Chen Dinghong, Guo Ji and Wan Guoxiong.^^ Their words express full 
admiration for their teacher. Sun is described as a good teacher and his books having 
made great contributions to Chinese sociology. In fact, academics are interested in 
Sun Benwen mainly because of his sociological thought. Chen Dinghong gives a 
Academic Research Journal), 2 (March 25, 1990): 94. 
27 Ji Guo, "Sun Benwen laoshi de fengfan" (Mr. Sun Benwen's Appearance), Zhong wai zazhi (The 
Kaleidoscope), 38, 5 (November 1985): 35. 
28 Zhongxing Sun, The Development of the Social Sciences in China Before 1949, Ph.D. Dissertation 
(New York: Columbia University, 1987), p. 190. 
29 Dinghong Chen, "Sun Benwen yu Zhongguo shehuixue" (Sun Benwen and Chinese Sociology), 
Shehuixue tongxun, 3 (1984): 69-72; Ji Guo, "Sun Benwen laoshi de fengfan" (Mr. Sun Benwen's 
Appearance): 34-6; Guoxiong Wan, "Wu wenhua ji wu shehui: Sun Benwen yu Zhongguo shehuixue" 
(No Culture, No Society: Sun Benwen and Chinese Sociology), part 1, Zhong wai zazhi (The 
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general introduction to the system of Sun's sociological thought��and Chen Shude is 
particularly attracted by Sun's Shehuixue yuanli (The Principles of Sociology).�� Liu 
Hongying argues that Sun had significant contributions to the Sinification of 
sociology.32 The limitations of these works are twofold. First, researchers only regard 
Sun Benwen as a sociologist but do not regard him as a social reformer. Second, they 
consider him only as a theoretical sociologist and neglect how he turned sociology 
into an applied social science by using the principles of sociology to solve social 
problems. 
There are opposite views on Sun Benwen's political orientation before 1949. Ma 
Xianzhen stresses that Sun was on the side of the "reactionary" group because he 
attacked the Communist "bandits" in print when the Nationalist army was launching 
military campaigns against the Communists in Jiangxi in the early 1930s.^ ^ However, 
Chen Shude argues that although Sun's sociological thought was "bourgeois" in 
nature, his opposition against Socialism and Marxism was mild and rational. He was a 
"progressive" professor.^ "^ Nevertheless, since Sun Benwen served in a government-
Kaleidoscope), 60, 3 (September 1996): 13-6; part 2, 60, 4 (October 1996): 69-71. 
Dinghong Chen, "Sun Benwen shehuixue lilun tixi jianlun" (A Brief Discussion on the Theoretical 
Sociological System of Sun Benwen), Jianghai xuekan (Jianghai Academic Journal), 6 (December 
1984): 170-76. 
31 Shude Chen, "Sun Benwen he shehuixue yuanli" (Sun Benwen and The Principles of Sociology): 
143-47. 
32 Hongying Liu, "Sun Benwen dui shehuixue Zhongguohua de gongxian" (Sun Benwen's 
Contributions to Sociology with Chinese Features), Xuzhou shifan daxue xuebao (Journal of Xuzhou 
Normal University), 24, 1 (March 15, 1998): 105-8. 
“Xianzhen Ma, "Sun Benwen," pp. 333-34. 
34 Described as jinbu (progressive) professor, Sun Benwen is regarded by Chen Shude as sympathetic 
to the Chinese Communist revolution. Chen argues that Sun encouraged his son to join the 
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run educational institution and was a member of the Nationalist Party and a "Ministry 
(of Education) Appointed Professor", his case could shed light on the relations 
between the Nationalist government and its intellectual supporters. 
Sun Benwen found sociology always of practical use.35 The work of sociologists 
at the time was to use the principles obtained from pure sociology to help improve 
social life.36 For China, Sun underlined this practical use of applied sociology at the 
inauguration ceremony of the Chinese Sociological Society in 1930. He declared, 
"The two missions of sociology are to study the principles and rules of human society 
on the one hand and to apply these principles and rules to real social life in the hope to 
improve society on the other,？了 Afterwards, Sun and his friends in the Society strove 
to realize the set objectives by writing books and articles, teaching students in 
colleges and universities, organizing study societies and acting as government 
consultants or officials. 
To Chinese sociologists, sociology was not only an academic subject, but also an 
revolutionary activities. His second son Sun Shiying and Jiang Nanxiang were leaders of the 
December-Ninth Student Movement in 1935. Shude Chen, "Sun Benwen he shehuixue yuanli" (Sun 
Benwen and The Principles of Sociology): 145. The evidence Chen gives however is dubious because 
according to a more reliable source, the name of Sun's second son should be Sun Shihui. "Zhongda 
jiaozhiyuan renshi dengji ka (Sun, Kong) 1946-1948" (The Personnel Registration Cards of the Staff of 
the Central University (Sun, Kong) 1946-1948), National Central University Archives, 648/1981. 
35 Benwen Sun, "Shehuixue de qushi yu shehuixuezhe de dangqian renwu" (The Trend of Sociology 
and the Present Work of Sociologists), Xin Zhong hua (New China Magazine), 1, 14 (July 25, 1933): 
43. 
36 Ibid., p. 45; Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), ed. (Shanghai: Commercial 
Press, 1935), p. 87. 
37 Benwen Sun, "Zhongguo shehuixue zhi guoqu, xianzai ji jianglai" (The Past, Present and Future of 
Chinese Sociology), Chinese Sociological Society ed., Zhongguo renhou wenti (The Chinese 
Population Problems) (Shanghai: Shijie shuju, 1930), p. 19. 
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intellectual weapon to save their country. The case of Sun Benwen would best 
illustrate how a Chinese sociologist related sociological thought to human society. For 
the purpose of understanding the ways to improve society, he borrowed the 
sociological concept of "social change". He discovered that the major force behind 
the progress of human society was culture. Chapter 2 will address this principle of 
sociology held by Sun Benwen. The discussion of his concern for China's social 
problems will be the subject of Chapter 3. Through the study of the series Xiandai 
Zhongguo shehui wenti (Social Problems in Modem China) (1943), the logic of how 
culture caused and solved social problems will be clarified. The role played by the 
government in solving those problems will also be examined in this Chapter. 
Colleges and universities were institutions where most Chinese sociologists 
could be found. They lived on salaries and conducted academic research and teaching 
in return. However, the Sociology Department of National Central University, where 
Sun Benwen had been the chairman for nearly twenty years, also aimed at providing 
social services to the people in need. Chapter 4 is a brief history of the Department 
with particular emphasis on its relation with society on the one hand and the 
Nationalist government on the other. As demonstrated, the fate of educational 
institutions was contingent upon the attitudes of political leaders and the policies of 
the state. 
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Culture and leadership were regarded by Sun Benwen as the keys to solve 
China's problems in the modem period. A study of his attitude toward Chinese and 
Western cultures and his views of the role of political leadership, as well as his 
relationship with the Nationalist government in comparison to his contemporaries, 
sociologists and non-sociologists, is essential to an evaluation of his work. This will 
be dealt with in Chapter 5. 
As for the source materials used in this thesis, one problem is the extreme 
difficulty to locate relevant books or articles that record the activities of Chinese 
sociologists before 1949. They seldom wrote memoirs or autobiographies to record 
what they thought and why they acted in the way they did. Even Sun Benwen，s works 
cited here are incomplete. Some of his works have titles without publication 
information and some are missing. The more valuable historical materials are archives 
of the Sociology Department of National Central University stored at the Second 
Historical Archives of China in Nanjing.^^ Besides, literature is scant on the 
development of sociology in China partly due to the brief history of scholarship on the 
subject. The studies concerned have only developed since the 1980s. Studies outside 
China mostly emphasized the recent development of sociology after the restoration of 
38 The writer is disappointed that interviews with the sociologists who stayed in mainland China after 
1949 could not be arranged due to time constraint. For other problems and difficulties in doing the 
history of Chinese sociology, see Zhongxing Sun, "Yi jiu si jiu nian yi qian de Zhongguo shehuixue she 
ji qi hexin renwu" (The Pre-1949 Chinese Sociological Society and Its Key Figures): 135-36. 
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the academic discipline in China. Another problem is political. It would be very 
difficult for some old sociologists in mainland China to touch on this sensitive 
question: Why they disagreed with socialism in the past, but now live under a socialist 
regime? The study of Chinese sociology has thus been trapped in an academic limbo. 
Anyhow, after the ban was lifted in 1979, Chinese sociology was restored in 
mainland China and sociologists now should be able to make many more 
contributions to the betterment of society than their predecessors. Through the study 
of an academic sociologist such as Sun Benwen, we would find the conditions under 
which sociologists and the state could cooperate. This joint effort was the key to 
social improvement, according to Sun and other academics who longed for a 
government which could perform its active function better. 
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CHAPTER 2 
CULTURE AND SOCIAL CHANGE 
2.1 Introduction 
Sun Benwen used the sociological concept "Social Change" to understand the 
development of human society. Of course, he was anxious to apply the concept to 
understand the development of Chinese society in the modem times. It had been 
undergoing rapid changes since contacts with the West began in the late nineteenth-
century. Through understanding the rules of changes in society, Sun's major concern 
was how to advance China's social progress so as to keep up with the modernized 
West. His criteria of social progress already reflected his evaluation of the Western 
and Chinese society in the 1930s and 1940s. In his eyes, the West was modernized but 
China was still undergoing modernization. On the other hand, Sun's discussion on 
social reconstruction touched on an important question: Could man affect social 
change, and promote social progress? Sun Benwen,s answer recognized the role of 
man in guiding social changes. The aim of this Chapter is to explore what rules and 
principles of social change he obtained from the study of sociology, and how he used 
them to interpret the modem transformation of Chinese society. It must be noted that 
while Sun was trying to establish some general rules and principles for explaining 
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human society, he always applied them to explain Chinese society. 
2.2 Cultural Environment and Social Life 
Sun Benwen was known for emphasizing the determining effects of environment. 
He argued that there was a phenomenon in the biological world that living things had 
to adapt to their environment. This process of adaptation was indispensable because 
with that plants and animals would be able to survive and perpetuate. Man also had to 
adjust to his natural and social environment. If there was social disorder, customs, 
morals and laws would function to regulate the relationship between individuals.^ In 
Sun's words, "human life is only a Process of Adjustment (tiaoshi zuoyong) to the 
environment，，？ 
The four environmental factors Sun identified were geographical factor, 
biological factor, psychological factor, and cultural factor.^ In his opinion, however, 
man was bom to live in the cultural environment which was a constituent of the social 
environment. Human being gradually adopted culture, and reflected it in his thought 
and behavior. Culture determined the nature of all human activities. It was paramount 
important to form a society. "Culture is a universal factor in human society. Without 
1 Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), ed. (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1935), 
p. 127. 
2 Ibid.，p. 126. 
3 For details about the relationship between social factors and social life, see Benwen Sun, Shehuixue 
yuanli (Principles of Sociology), pp. 119-342. 
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culture, there could be no society," Sun asserted/ Since Sun Benwen took culture as 
the most influential environmental force, he was generally regarded as a member of 
the Cultural School in sociology.5 
As a key concept in Sun Benwen's vision of human society, culture was defined 
as the things created during the process of adjustment to the environment. As 
mentioned above, Sun claimed that human beings lived in the environment. To meet 
the needs for survival, they had to adjust to the environment. "During this process of 
adjustment, they unwittingly create many things," he said.^ These things were put 
under two broad categories: material culture and non-material culture. The former 
refers to material goods while the latter to the abstract things such as customs, morals, 
and laws. In a word, for the purpose of adjusting to the environment, culture was a 
tool created by man to satisfy his demands in daily life. 
In the 1930s and 1940s, Sun Benwen, Huang Wenshan, Wu Wenzao and Chen 
Xujing were well-known Chinese sociologists who emphasized the cultural factor in 
their explanation of social phenomena of the human race. Unlike the West, there were 
no academic schools of thought in the Chinese sociological circles but there were 
4 Ibid., p. 297. 
5 Chen Dinghong, Sun Benwen's student at the National Central University, recalled that Sun's 
Shehuixue shang zhi wenhua lun (1927) was the first book of its kind to introduce the Cultural School 
to China. Sun since then was regarded as a sociologist of culture. Dinghong Chen, "Sun Benwen 
shehuixue lilun tixi jianlun" (A Brief Discussion on the Theoretical Sociological System of Sun 
Benwen), Jianghai xuekan (Jianghai Academic Journal), 6 (December 1984): 171. 
6 Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), p. 299. 
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different orientations in explaining social phenomena. Scholars like Liang Qichao, 
Zhu Kezhen, Huang Guozhang and Chen Jianshan emphasized the geographical 
factor while Pan Shu represented those who emphasized the psychological factor? 
The differences culminated to the academic debate between Pan Guangdan, who 
emphasized the biological factor, and Sun Benwen in the late 1920s. Sun's position on 
culture was solidified in the debate. 
The significant role of the cultural environment in human society as suggested by 
Sun Benwen was challenged by Pan Guangdan, who believed in the power of 
heredity.^ In Pan's opinion, every human trait was pre-determined before birth rather 
than being shaped by the environment. The effective way to facilitate social progress 
was to improve the blood, not the culture, of the population. Eugenicists studied how 
to eliminate those weak and unwise people in society, and how to breed stronger and 
cleverer people by choosing suitable parents.9 
From an academic point of view, Sun Benwen disagreed with eugenics because it 
was not in line with the modem psychological and sociological theories. Heredity was 
there to affect the human body, but not human behavior. And human activities were 
7 Ibid., pp. 133-71,257-96. 
8 At first, Sun Benwen was critical of Pan Guangdan's eugenics viewpoints in Zhongguo zhi jiating 
wenti (1926) and Renwen shengwuxue luncong (1928). Then, they started the debate in Shehuixue kan 
in 1929. Dinghong Chen, "Sun Benwen shehuixue lilun tixi jianlun" (A Brief Discussion on the 
Theoretical Sociological System of Sun Benwen): 171, f3. 
9 For Pan Guangdan's response to Sun Benwen's criticism, see Guangdan Pan, "Yousheng yu wenhua" 
(Eugenics and Culture), Shehuixue kan (The Journal of Sociology), 1, 2 (October 1929): 1-19. 
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not influenced by their biological properties (shengwu texing)}^ But heredity was 
influenced by the cultural environment. He stressed, "Potentialities of the cells of 
reproduction must rely on the stimuli from the environment to become real，，." In fact, 
heredity and environment were not contradictory but co-existing and interdependent. 
More important, Sun was concerned about the negative impact of eugenics on society. 
Both the superior and the inferior people would lose incentive to improve themselves 
because they were destined to be the winners or the losers. The future of human 
society would be uncertain. 
The debate between Sun Benwen and Pan Guangdan interested many scholars. 
For example, Zhou Jianren, a biologist, was on the side of Sun. Also a proponent of 
the theory of environment, a writer named Rusong however was critical of Sun's 
argument. He said, "(Sun Benwen,s ideas) are only basic knowledge in the theory of 
environment. There are no scientific support, accurate facts, or statistics to vindicate 
the theory of environment. (His) arguments are mostly plain and thin".'~ Despite 
Rusong's criticism, Sun maintained that the overwhelming effects of culture affirmed 
For example, Pan Guangdan believed that babies at their mothers' breast and young people's sexual 
behavior were inborn activities of the human race. A bird's eye view of these activities however made 
Sun Benwen believe that they were under the influences of culture. Physiological phenomena had to be 
expressed in the cultural environment. Otherwise, they were only physiological potentialities. Sun has 
pointed out four mistakes in eugenics. Another three were: (1) it was wrong to treat man and animals in 
the same way; (2) it was wrong to believe that an intelligence test was reliable enough to identify the 
good and the bad citizens in society; (3) it was wrong to use wealth and power as a standard to measure 
one's ability. See Benwen Sun, "Wenhua yu youshengxue" (Culture and Eugenics), "Zailun wenhua yu 
youshengxue" (Re-discussing Culture and Eugenics), Ibid., p. 1-4, pp. 1-45. 
“ S u n Benwen admitted that this argument originated from the idea of Epigenesis {Xinshengliin) in 
biology. Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), p. 238. 
12 Rusong, "Ping youshengxue yu huanjinglun di lunzheng" (A Critique on the Debate Between 
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the ability of the human race, for man could change his environment by culture. 
2.3 Social Change As Cultural Change 
Sociology is an academic subject dealing with human society. Chinese 
sociologists concerned themselves with China's social development and worried the 
deepening social crisis since the late nineteenth-century. They borrowed some 
sociological concepts to describe and explain China's situation. Sun Benwen was 
particularly interested in the concept of "Social Change". In the preface of his book 
entitled Shehui bianqian (1929), he clearly stated the mission of social scientists:'^ 
Human society changes every moment; human life is a dynamic and changing 
phenomenon. The significance of social life comes from changes. Therefore, the most 
important work of the social sciences is to analyze the reality of social changes, and to 
come up with the principles of social change for the formulation of social policies. 
In other words, changes of human society could be understood with the help of 
scientific knowledge. Sociology, Sun Benwen asserted, was the knowledge concerned 
because it "studies the rules and principles of collective life of the human race, and is 
aimed at its advancement and i m p r o v e m e n t ” . What he had to do first was to 
understand the principles of social change before applying them to advance the 
development of society. 
The use of the sociological concept "Social Change" (Shehui bianqian) by Sun 
Eugenics and the Theory of Environment), Er shi shiji, 1, 1 (February 1935): 65-6. 
Benwen Sun, Shehui bianqian (Social Change) (Shanghai: Shijie shuju, 1929), Preface. 
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Benwen to understand the development of society reflected the heavy influences of 
American sociology on Chinese sociologists in the early twentieth-century. Yet, early 
American sociologists had been most influenced by European sociologists, especially 
Auguste Comte, Herbert Spencer and Emile Durkheim. William G. Sumner, E. A. 
Ross and Franklin Giddings like their counterparts in Europe had a commitment to a 
science of sociology. They tended to see society as an organism like the "objects in 
nature". They were concerned about the overall structure of society, the 
interrelationship of the parts of society, and the functions of the parts for each other as 
well as for the system as a whole.^^ Most important, they had an evolutionary view of 
social progress inspired by Spencer's Social Darwinism. Change was construed as 
being akin to organic growth which is natural, necessary and continuous. 
However, from the mid-1920s onward, social evolutionism rapidly declined in 
significance in the American sociological community. Massive social problems, a 
world war and the economic depression in the 1930s not only undermined the 
assumption of social progress toward a perfect society but also facilitated the growth 
of empirical social studies to deal with the realistic problems. The growing emphasis 
on empirical research created a theoretical vacuum in American sociology. Grand 
14 Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), Preface, p. 1. 
15 George Ritzer, Sociological Theory (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1983), p. 26. 
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theory characterized with general applicability disappeared.^^ Still fond of the idea of 
social progress, American sociologists favored to "social change", a less macro scale 
sociological concept. 
It was in the study of social change that American sociologists, beginning 
especially with Charles A. Ellwood and William F. Ogbum, most extensively 
employed the notion of culture. They borrowed the concept of culture from cultural 
anthropology. American sociologists soon became convinced that social change was 
centrally dependent upon culture and cultural change.” The notion of culture 
conditioned a view of slow, gradual and accumulative changes in society. This view 
was widely diffused and accepted throughout American sociology in general and in 
sociological theory in particular from the mid to late 1930s.^ ^ Ogbum, who was 
American anthropologist Franz Boas's student, led the sociological branch 
emphasizing culture in America. He held a materialist scheme of social change with 
special emphasis on the effects of technology in society. It remained a widely 
accepted theory of social change during the 1920s through the 
Sun Benwen developed his interest in the study of social change in 1922 when he 
16 Jonathan H. Turner, "The Past, Present, and Future of Theory in American Sociology," in George 
Ritzer ed., Frontiers of Social Theory: The New Syntheses (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1990), p. 376. 
17 Roscoe C. Hinkle, Developments in American Sociological Theory, 1915-1950 (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1994), p. 174. 
18 Ibid., p. 182. 
19 Ibid., p. 132. 
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paid a visit to Columbia University in the United States. The lectures given by 
William F. Ogbum on social change deeply impressed him. Ogbum's Chinese 
students at Columbia also included two famous sociologists of culture, Huang 
Wenshan and Wu Wenzao. Sun then took the study of social change as one of the 
important constituent parts of his sociological research. In fact, the argument in Sun's 
Shehui bianqian (1929) was largely based on Ogbum's Social Change (1922). For 
example, Sun agreed with Ogbum that evolution of the human race in terms of 
physical and psychological development was very slow but the progress of culture 
was extremely fast. Thus, man was not the cause of cultural development. Culture 
developed itself in its own way.2�The distinctive feature of what Sun Benwen called 
the Cultural School in America was its emphasis on the impact of the "objective" 
social environment upon social phenomenon.^' The notion of culture held by Sun and 
others represented one of the many different sociological orientations in China in the 
1930s and 1940s. There were sociologists who favored psychological, biological, or 
economic approaches. Some sociologists were engaged to study social problems or 
conduct empirical social studies but some adopted a synthetic approach considering 
all possible influences on social phenomenon. 
2G According to Sun Benwen, William F. Ogbum's Social Change (1922) was built on the findings 
about primitive societies gathered by anthropologists. It studied the factors and issues related to social 
change. Sun Benwen, Shehui bianqian (Social Change), Preface. It should be noted that Sun disagreed 
with Ogburn on the role of human original nature (benxing) in causing social problems. 
21 Benwen Sun, "Meiguo shehuixue xianzhuang ji qi qushi" (The Present Conditions and Trend of 
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Sun Benwen confined the meaning of social change to changes of social 
phenomenon. Social phenomenon in social life comprised the biological phenomenon 
and the cultural phenomenon. Changes of the biological phenomenon meant changes 
of the human life cycle (birth, death, illness, etc.). They were renkou bianqian 
(population changes). Wenhua bianqian (cultural changes) were changes of the 
cultural phenomenon, i.e., the invention, dissemination, and reform of social 
institutions such as customs, morals and laws. Sun, however, argued that culture 
would enable human being to affect the activities and changes of population in a 
significant way. Faced with the problem of a general rise of population in many parts 
of the modem world, he suggested a birth control campaign to decrease world 
population. He asserted that birth control would be successful if it was widely 
accepted by the people; health and life expectancy of a population would be improved 
if science and medicine were well developed. Since population change also depended 
on culture (the factors of customs, morals and science in this aspect), Sun concluded, 
"Social change is likely to be cultural change only,，？ 
2.4 Culture and Social Change in Modern China 
Sun Benwen was anxious to apply the general idea that social change was cultural 
American Sociology), Dongfang zazhi (The Eastern Miscellany), 23, 12 (December 1926): 78-80. 
Benwen Sun, Shehui bianqian (Social Change), p. 12; Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), pp. 
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change to explain the changes in Chinese society. China's social changes in the 
modem period, he argued, had close connections with the impact of Western culture. 
The Western culture, Sun discovered, had precipitated rapid social changes in the 
West in modem times. Sun Benwen believed that human society changed slowly in 
the beginning; it experienced rapid changes since the recorded history began. The 
fastest changes were witnessed in the recent hundred years.^^ Such a mode of social 
change was justified on the ground that the invention of material and non-material 
things was the ultimate cause of social changes. Sun then concluded that Western 
society changed extremely fast in the modem times because the accumulation of 
materials and knowledge was rich for many inventions. On the other hand, invention 
was much more difficult in the pre-modem period and social change was therefore 
slow then.24 Invention depended upon the cultural foundation of society. 
Based on the above argument, Sun Benwen found that human society had changed 
drastically since the start of the Dark Age in Europe in the fifth-century. The rise of 
university education, the expansion of cities, and the collapse of the feudal system 
were all important changes. However, Sun's concern was on the consequence of these 
changes, that is, the Renaissance. Renaissance, in his opinion, was the key of social 
544-45. 
23 Ibid., p. 35; pp. 580-82. 
24 Sun Benwen used the concept of Wenhua leiji (Cultural Accumulation) to explain why the speed of 
social change increased in the modern period. Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), 
pp. 576-81. 
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changes in the modem times because it triggered off the development of science and 
hence the Industrial Revolution in Europe. "If there were no scientific development 
and Industrial Revolution, there would not have had any changes in the modem 
societies," Sun asserted.^^ Science set the foundation of the Industrial Revolution 
because scientists had invented different types of machines. When machines replaced 
manual labor in the manufacturing industries, human society underwent great changes 
in such areas as wages, commerce, division of labor, and industrial r e l a t i o n s ? 
Social changes were infectious. The Industrial Revolution started in Britain soon 
affected other countries. China, in Sun Benwen's mind, was also keeping with this 
tide of rapid changes in the modem period. In 1935, he remarked, "China can be said 
at a time when industrial revolution has begun, but not yet developed".^^ Looking at 
China from a universal, yet Western, perspective, Sun believed that social changes in 
modem China were mainly Western inspired. 
According to Sun Benwen, the two main ways in which social change occurred 
were the addition of new culture and the transformation of the old. The addition of 
new culture was either the result of invention in a society or importation of new things 
25 Benwen Sun, Shehui bianqian (Social Change), p. 37; Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), p. 
559. 
26 Sun Benwen later added that the forces behind social change since the late eighteenth-century were 
the prosperity of science, the rise of civil rights and nationalist ideas. They contributed to the growth of 
capitalism, socialism, democracy，individualism, nationalism as well as imperialism. Benwen Sun, 
Xiandai Zhongguo shehui wenti (Social Problems in Modern China), v. 1, 3"* ed. (Chongqing: 
Commercial Press, 1945), pp. 30-1. 
27 Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), p. 560. 
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from other societies. The latter was called Wenhua chuanbo (Diffusion of Culture)^^ 
which seemed to be more common because invention was difficult. Together with 
more convenient transportation and communication in modem times, Sun thought the 
diffusion of culture was more powerful. 
While acknowledging the many great inventions in the long history of China, Sun 
Benwen took the diffusion of Western culture as the vehicle of social changes in 
modem China. The first stage was characterized by the early contacts with the 
European merchants and missionaries who came to China in the late Ming and the 
early Qing Dynasties. Through commerce and religion, scientific knowledge was 
introduced to the Chinese people. The second stage began with the Opium War (1839-
42), which led to the opening of five coastal ports in China, and the dispatch of 
envoys to the Western countries. Afterwards, defeats in the Sino-Japanese War (1894-
95) and the Boxer Catastrophe (1900) were followed by a series of Westernized 
reforms that aimed at national salvation. In short, Sun believed that after the Western 
culture was diffused into China, the Chinese culture was revitalized. 
Modem Western culture, material things, ideas, and social institutions alike, 
according to Sun Benwen, had brought fundamental changes to Chinese society. Prior 
to the arriving of overwhelming influences of Western culture, the three most 
28 Benwen Sun, Shehui bianqian (Social Change), p. 48; Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), pp. 
570-71. 
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outstanding and fundamental features of Chinese culture identified by Sun were 
family, rural society, and the human relationship. Western small family and free 
marriage system however dealt a severe blow to Chinese big family and arranged 
marriage system; commercial cities with its modem financial system upset the self-
sufficient agricultural system; science and the rule of law on the other hand directed 
people's attention from society to the nature, and from rule by man to rule of law.^ ^ In 
his Shehuixue yuanli published in 1935, Sun went so far to say, "Nowadays the whole 
country's social institutions, political organizations, social customs are nearly all 
under the influence of the Western culture”， 
Nonetheless, the diffusion of culture was not a vaccination of a heterogeneous 
culture. Sun Benwen agreed that imported culture must go through a selection process 
before it was diffused in society. The criterion for selection was the liyong jiazhi 
(utility value) of the culture to the receiving society?) People would tend to accept the 
imported new things provided that they could improve their material life. Human 
being were thought to be rational when shopping around different cultures. Sun leamt 
that people in different countries shared the same utility value. The Chinese therefore 
had adopted a great deal of Western material culture because its utility value was 
29 Benwen Sun, Xiandai Zhongguo shehui wenti (Social Problems in Modem China), v. 1, pp. 49-53. 
Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), p. 562. 
31 Benwen Sun, "Wenhua de chuanbo ji qi xuanze zuoyong" (Diffusion of Culture and Its Selection 
Process), Guoli Zhongyangdaxue ban yue kan (Bi-Monthly of the National Central University), 1, 1 
(1929): 43-4. 
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much higher than that of Chinese material culture. On the other hand, since the utility 
value of non-material culture was not easily discerned, the diffusion of Western non-
material culture in China was often very slow. In general, he found that the Western 
culture imported into China in the modem period was more material than non-
material. 
2.5 Social Progress: Towards a Modern Society 
The three tasks of social scientists are to describe, explain and speculate social 
phenomenon. As a sociologist, Sun Benwen worked hard to do the former two jobs. 
He found that modem Western culture, especially the material culture, was the 
motivating force behind social changes in China. What was left to him was to predict 
China's development in future, which was of course built upon his diagnosis of the 
Chinese past. 
While social change may imply progressive and/or retrogressive development of 
society, Sun Benwen declared that sociology should study the theories of Shehui jinbu 
(Social Progress), for the objective of applied sociology was social improvement.^^ 
However, when considering sociology a science, Sun refused to answer the 
philosophical question: What was progress? He gave no comment on other 
32 Benwen Sun, "He wei shehui jinbu" (What is Social Progress), Shehuixue kan (The Journal of 
Sociology), 3, 1 (November 1931): 6. 
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sociologists' abstract definitions——progress as the ultimate good, the advancement of 
human happiness, the evolution carried with Human Value, or the attainment of what 
we want most .�� He went into details however in setting the criteria of social progress. 
According to Sun, a society with the following changes moved forward over time: 
Tentative Criteria of Social Progress 
A. Physical Aspect 
1. Improvement of health 
2. Greater length of life span 
B. Capabilities 
3. Increase of the capability to win over the nature 
4. Increase of the capability to win over man himself 
C. Economic Aspect 
5. Increase of wealth 
6. Increase of each person's monetary power 
7. More comfort in material life 
D. Social Aspect 
8. Increase of the number of people enjoying material culture 
9. Increase of the number of people enjoying spiritual culture 
10. Increase of the number of people possessing good 
qualities 
11. Increase of the number of people having education 
12. Equalization of opportunities for all 
13. Decrease of social conflicts 
14. Division and specialization of social organizations 
E. Moral Aspect 
15. Dissemination of the idea of universal love 
16. Promotion of just behavior 
(Source: Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), 2 � �e d . , (Shanghai: 
Commercial Press, 1935), pp. 621-26.)'' 
33 Ibid., pp. 6-10. 
34 These tentative criteria of social progress had been put forward in Sun Benwen’s essay. See Ibid., pp. 
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Sun Benwen admitted that he borrowed some Western scholars' idea of social 
progress to judge whether a society was progressive though he added his own idea to 
the criteria.35 He favored a pluralistic development of society and considered Western 
culture superior, and Western society progressive. 
Western countries such as America, Britain, France and Germany were described 
as xiandai (modem) societies in Sun Benwen's word. The three characteristics they 
possessed were the development of science (kexuehua), machine (jixiehua) and 
organization ( z u z h i h u a ) 严 xhe criteria of being modem were as follows: 
Characteristics of Modern Society 
1. The rise of cities 
2. Prosperous industries 
3. Convenient communications 
4. Concentration of wealth 
5. Enlargement of organizations 
6. Improvement in agriculture 
7. Promotion of education 
8. Academic success 
9. Increase in inventions 
10. Strong social consciousness 
(Source: Benwen Sun, Xiandai Zhongguo shehuiwenti (Social Problems in Modem 
China), v. 1, ed., (Chongqing: Commercial Press, 1945), pp. 31-42.) 
15-22. However, there are minor differences in the use of words and the composition of some aspect 
between these two pieces of writing. 
35 They were Auguste Comte, Leonard T. Hobhouse, Walter F. Wiloox, F. W. Blackmar etc. Benwen 
Sun, "He wei shehui jinbu" (What is Social Progress): 10-5. 
36 Benwen Sun, Xiandai Zhongguo shehui wenti (Social Problems in Modem China), v. 1, pp. 31-2. 
35 
Using a quantitative approach to define the degree of modernity, Sun Benwen 
did not regard China as a modem society. For example, the proportion of urban 
population to the total population was low, and the number of factories and literate 
citizens was relatively small. As a consequence of the diffusion of Western culture, 
she was undergoing a process of modernization toward a modem society. 
If people in the West put the state and nation high above individuals, the Chinese, 
in Sun Benwen's eyes, showed an increasing enthusiasm for nationalism in modem 
times. Besides their families and clans, people began to fight for the interests of the 
state and the nation demonstrated in patriotic student movements, their support to 
their leaders, the unity of national forces, and the cohesiveness in spirit against the 
invaders.37 The family was not the only center of allegiance. 
Although rural society was still the center of social life in modem China, Sun 
Benwen found that it was being changed by Western culture. Since science and 
machines were imported from the West, agriculture in China had a chance to improve 
greatly. "Agriculture in our country has taken the step on its way toward 
modernization," Sun said.^ ^ Agricultural revolution released surplus labor from the 
fields and Chinese rural society witnessed new trends of urbanization and 
industrialization. The proportion of urban population to the whole population in 
37 Ibid., pp. 41-2. 
38 Ibid., p. 39. 
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America and Britain in 1930 was 56.2% and 79.5% respectively; in China, it was 
roughly around 20% to 26%. In the industrial sector, China also showed an increase in 
new industries, the quantity of production, and the use of non-manual power supply.^^ 
However, it must be noted that the units Sun Benwen used to measure the degree of 
modernity in China and Western countries were i n cons i s t en t . ^ Yet, he seemed to have 
had this conclusion in mind already: "The recent social development of our country 
has been going along with this current (modernization), and has made progress rather 
quickly. In other words, the social development of our country has stepped on the road 
toward modernization very rapidly. 
As demonstrated from the above, Sun Benwen's aim of social progress was the 
establishment of a modem society. He hoped China would catch up with the West in 
social and cultural development. He was optimistic about China's future because 
modernization stemmed from the diffusion of Western culture had been proceeding 
steadily. The only question was how to speed up the modernization process. 
39 Ibid.，pp. 32-4. 
Examples of inconsistency are many in which Sun assessed China's degree of modernity in 
comparison with the Western countries'. Benwen Sun, Xiandai Zhongguo shehui wenti (Social 
Problems in Modem China), v. 1, pp. 31-42. For instance, he reported that the length of electric 
telegraph wires in America in 1922 was 1,853,250 miles while China in 1936 was 107,829 km. Ibid., p. 
35. 
41 Ibid., p. 42. 
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2.6 Social Reconstruction: Man Made Social Changes 
Sun Benwen was clear that China could not catch up with Western countries if 
she experienced natural social changes only. As a process of adjustment to 
environmental and societal needs, intentional social change, in Sun's opinion, was 
more important to China. In theory, the direction and speed of social change and 
social progress could be planned and regulated. Sun called intentional or planned 
social change Shehui jianshe (Social Reconstruction).'^^ 
However, human beings could not completely control social change. Sun 
Benwen found it difficult to manipulate the changes of social phenomenon. Invention 
as the ultimate cause of social change relied on a sound cultural foundation. But 
society's cultural level was a result of long-term accumulation from the past. Addition 
of new culture through inventions could not be fast. Moreover, social phenomenon 
was usually conditioned by complicated cultural and psychological elements. The 
effect was always beyond man's prediction,� 
Yet, Sun did not rule out the possibility that human beings could guide social 
change. He termed human guidance of the direction and process of social change 
Shehui zhidao (Social Guidance). This could be done in two ways. First, man could 
42 Benwen Sun, "Lun kongzhi shehuibianqian zhi kunnan ji qi keneng fanwei" (A Discussion on the 
Difficulties of the Manipulation of Social Change and Its Possible Area), Shehuikexue congkan 
(Journal of the Social Sciences), 1, 2 (1935): 6. 
Ibid., p. 3-4. 
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work hard to create new things. Second, perhaps more important to Sun Benwen, man 
could control cultural and psychological factors he knew and make them agreeable to 
the plan of social reconstruction. He asserted, “If there were a detailed plan of 
reconstruction with an attentive social guidance, worked it out with resolution and 
strength, the date for the realization of the plan could be expected”.44 
In this respect, the realization of the plan of social reconstruction was contingent 
on whether the leaders of reconstruction could manipulate the cultural environment 
and social attitudes. They should have a general idea on their own culture before 
setting the direction of reconstruction. The old culture was either to be revised or to be 
supplemented by the new culture. Moreover, it was important for the leaders to take 
people's attitudes to different cultural elements into account when preparing the plan 
of social reconstruction. Sun was certain that without people's support, no social 
institutions could exist long. At this point, although the control of culture was 
important, he did not forget the influences of other factors. 
2.7 Conclusion 
Sun Benwen was a theorist of environment. He believed in the determining 
effects of the cultural environment on social life and assumed that the cultural factor 
44 Ibid., p. 8. 
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was much more influential than geographical, psychological, and biological factors. 
Impressed by rapid changes in Chinese society in the modem period, Sun borrowed 
the sociological concept "Social Change" to understand those changes. Cultural 
changes, he concluded, was the cause of social changes. With the diffusion of modem 
Western material and non-material culture in China, Chinese society was transformed. 
By using a Western standard to measure social progress, Sun admitted that 
Western societies were more progressive. They were "modem" societies characterized 
by the prevalence of science, machines, and organization. China, on the other hand, 
was undergoing the process of modernization. Sun was however confident that China 
would become a modem society. If human beings could guide social reconstruction 
through "controlling" cultural and psychological factors, they could change the 
environment, he asserted. 
Sun Benwen seemed to overlook the role of traditional Chinese culture in 
China's modernization. More about his attitude on Chinese culture will be discussed 
in Chapter 5. The more pressing question for him however was how to promote social 




SOLVING SOCIAL PROBLEMS IN MODERN CHINA: 
CULTURE AND POLITICS 
3.1 Introduction 
The Western social sciences introduced into China since the late nineteenth-
century has been undergoing a process of Sinification. As a sociologist said in 1931, 
"the trend of sociological studies in China is from the documentary-historical type of 
research to the anthropological type, from the synthetic type to the analytic type, and 
from the more or less abstract or philosophical type to the concrete type”] 
Chinese sociologists in the first half of the twentieth-century were increasingly 
interested in doing researches on Chinese society. Among the many different 
approaches to the subject, the study of social problems is significant in several ways. 
As an applied subject, the study of social problems manifests the particular way in 
which Chinese sociologists applied the sociological theories and methods to describe 
and explain China's social ills. By examining how social problems were tackled, one 
can see more clearly what sociologists proposed to save China. Whether the 
government played a role in their proposals or not was significant to understand the 
relations between sociologists and the state. 
1 Shilian Xu, "The Sociological Movement in China," Pacific Affairs, 4 (April 1931): 288. 
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Sun Benwen, as a sociologist, concerned himself with China's social problems 
on the ground that sociology and social problems were inter-connected.^ New 
sociological theories could be obtained by synthesizing the findings about various 
social problems. The validity of the established theories might also be tested. More 
importantly, sociology could help human beings to deal with social problems. Sun 
recognized that the practical objective of sociology was to study how to apply 
sociological theories to social reality in order to promote social progress. As one 
branch of the applied sociology, the study of social problems was therefore aimed to 
solve social problems on the one hand, and promote social progress by overcoming 
the difficulties of social reconstruction on the other.^ 
Sun Benwen defined social problems as obstacles to social progress. They 
emerged when Chinese society was undergoing drastic changes in the modem period. 
In that period, the coming of Western culture met with no corresponding changes on 
the part of Chinese culture, and Cultural Maladjustment was the result. Since he put 
the blame on the inertia of Chinese culture, the solution to China's social problems 
was to reform Chinese culture and adopt Western elements. To solve the problems, in 
2 Benwen Sun, Xiandai Zhongguo shehui wenti (Social Problems in Modem China)(hereafler SPMC), 
V. 1，Jiazu wenti (Family Problems), ed. (Chongqing: Commercial Press, 1945), pp. 20-2. 
3 Sun Benwen made that speech to the Chinese sociologists at the first annual meeting of the Chinese 
Sociological Society convened at Nanjing on December 29-31, 1930. Benwen Sun, “Zhongguo 
shehuixue zhi guoqu xianzai ji jianglai (The Past, Present and Future of Chinese Sociology), The 
Chinese Sociological Society ed., Zhongguo renkou wenti (Population Problems in China) (Shanghai: 
Shijie shuju, 1932), p. 19. 
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Sun's opinion, the statesmen in the Nationalist government bore the main 
responsibility. The study of rural problems by Sun Benwen best illustrated his views 
on the national government. To deal with these issues in detail, we should start with 
his definition of social problems. 
3.2 Defining Social Problems 
Sun Benwen had studied social problems for quite a long time before he came up 
with a sound definition for them in the early 1940s. Before that time, his definition 
was rather unclear. He said that if cultural maladjustment during social changes 
became too severe, the individuals concerned would feel discomfort, and probably 
went into conflicts among themselves. However, if the well-being of the public was 
also endangered, the whole community would then call upon to deal with the culture) 
Strictly speaking, this is not a definition of social problems; it is rather the conditions 
under which social problems may occur. Nevertheless, Sun implied that there were 
two basic features of social problems: they were harmful to the community as a whole, 
and they needed to be solved. 
In the first volume of his Xiandai Zhongguo shehui wenti published in 1943, Sun 
4 Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), 2"'' ed. (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1935), 
pp. 604-5; Shehui bianqian (Social Change) (Shanghai: Shijie shuju, 1929), p. 110. 
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Benwen did clearly define the nature of social problems.^ Social problems were the 
obstacles that people faced in collective social life. He gave examples of the conflicts 
between members of social groups (conflicts between husband and wife in a family, 
between labor and the administration in a factory, etc.). As a result, collective social 
life would not run smoothly. Since people in society were inter-related in one way or 
another, a family's or a factory's problems might be harmful to everyone. On the 
other hand, Sun defined social problems as the obstacles to social progress. He 
believed that people would demand more than satisfying basic needs. They always 
looked for ways to improve their life. Thus, the social phenomena such as poverty and 
over-population were the obstacles that hindered social progress. Sun's definition of 
social problems indeed covers individuals, social groups as well as the society at large. 
Its scope is comprehensive. The practical significance of this definition is that unless 
social problems are removed, social progress is impossible. 
3.3 Cultural Maladjustment: The Cause of Social Problems in Modern China 
In fact, sociological studies on China's social problems attracted many 
sociologists' attention. It was because they linked sociological theories closer with 
social reality. Wu Zelin recalled, “Sociology was attractive at that time (1920s and 
5 SPMC, V. 1, Jiazu wenti (Family Problems), p. 5. 
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1930s) mainly because it identified social problems and suggested ways to deal with 
them,,.6 Chinese sociologists started to study social problems in the early 1920s. 
However, most of these studies only described the problems of family, marriage, 
population, labor, and women in Western countries. It was not until the 1930s that 
social problems in China such as population problems, labor problems, and rural 
problems were studied.? While books on a specific social problem were not 
uncommon, Sun Benwen's Xiandai Zhongguo shehui wenti (Social Problems in 
Modem China) was regarded as a classic in the field of the study of China's social 
problems by Chinese sociologists before 1949. In the series, over forty social 
problems were put under four big categories, namely family problems, population 
problems, rural problems, and labor problems. The Commercial Press in Chongqing 
then published these four volumes in November 1943. The book was later reprinted in 
Shanghai after the Sino-Japanese War. 
As pointed out in Chapter 2, Sun Benwen took cultural changes as the cause of 
any changes in society. The emergence of social problems was therefore due to 
cultural factors. He exclusively used the concept of Wenhua shitiao (Cultural 
6 Zelin Wu, "Yi kangzhan qian Hu-Ning yi dai shehuixue de fazhan" (Reminiscences on the 
Development of Sociology in the Shanghai and Nanjing Areas Before the Anti-Japanese War), Shehui 
(Society), 3, 4 (August 20, 1983): 40. 
7 For a general discussion on the study of social problems in modern China, see Benwen Sun, Dangdai 
Zhongguo shehuixue (Contemporary Chinese Sociology) (Shanghai: Shengli chuban, 1948), pp. 79-
119. 
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Maladjustment) to explain the rise of social problems in modem China.^ 
Cultural maladjustment was a problem of adjustments between the material 
culture and the non-material culture. Sun Benwen should have accepted William F. 
Ogbum's viewpoint that a large part of the human environment consisted of material 
conditions of life and a large part of man's social heritage was the material culture.^ 
These material things consisted of houses, factories, machines, raw materials, 
manufactured products, foodstuffs and other material objects. In using these material 
things, man had to employ certain methods, either as simple as the technique of 
handling a tool or the more complex standards of behavior such as customs, beliefs, 
philosophies, and laws. The non-material culture and the material conditions should 
adjust themselves to each other. 
Sun Benwen knew well that the adjustment of different parts of culture was 
difficult. The various parts of culture were not changing at the same rate because they 
had different degrees of inertia. Some parts were changing much more rapidly than 
were others. Although there was a correlation and interdependence of parts, a rapid 
change in one part of culture often did not result in readjustments through changes in 
the correlated parts of culture. 
8 Sun Benwen borrowed the idea of Cultural Maladjustment from a book entitled Social Change (1923). 
Its author, William F. Ogbum, called it Cultural Lag. See Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of 
Sociology), p. 603, f l . 
9 William F. Ogbum, Social Change: With Respect to Cultural and Original Nature (New York: Dell 
Publishing Co., Inc., 1966), p. 202. 
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According to Sun Benwen, cultural maladjustment occurred mainly because the 
adaptation of the non-material culture lagged behind the rapid change of material 
conditions. Both Ogbum and Sun believed that changes of the material culture were 
usually faster than that of the non-material culture. When material conditions altered, 
changes usually followed in the non-material culture. But these changes in the non-
material culture might not synchronize exactly with the changes in the material 
culture. Sometimes, there was a delay in the changes in the dependent part of culture, 
a lag which may last for varying lengths of time.^ ® In a word, when material 
conditions changed long before the non-material culture was changed to fit the new 
material conditions, the phenomenon of cultural maladjustment appeared. It should be 
noted that cultural maladjustment would mostly take place in a situation of social 
change in which new culture continuously interacts with the old one. Sun was clear 
that cultural maladjustment occurred in China when Chinese society was undergoing 
rapid changes in modem times. 
For instance, China's labor problems in the modem period were thought to be 
caused by cultural maladjustment. As commonly believed by Chinese intellectuals 
including Sun Benwen, small-scale handicraft industry as a supplement to agricultural 
production was prosperous in traditional Chinese society. He discovered that material 
For the reasons of cultural lag in the adaptive culture, see William F. Ogbum, Social Change: With 
Respect to Cultural and Original Nature, pp. 256-65. 
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conditions in the pre-industrialized sector were so favorable to the working system 
that the general working conditions were safe, simple and harmonious. However, the 
Industrial Revolution from the West brought about changes in China's material 
conditions. After machines were introduced to the manufacturing industries, this new 
factory environment created material conditions that were incompatible with the 
existing working system. The latter remained largely unchanged in factories and 
failed to adjust it to the changing working conditions. Sun identified four labor 
problems caused by cultural maladjustment in new industrial society: (1) the system 
of long working hours continued while machines were widely used in production; (2) 
the standard of living rose but the low-wage system remained; (3) factory jobs 
became more dangerous but the protective system in the form of compensation and 
insurance was absent; (4) the relationship between employers and employees was not 
close as before, and there were no ways to avoid conflicts." In short, Sun's thesis 
concerning social problems in China was that they emerged when China was 
experiencing rapid social changes in the modem period. The Western material culture 
difftised to China did not match Chinese non-material culture. The resultant cultural 
maladjustment then created obstacles to collective social life in, for example, factories, 
where labor problems became serious. 
“Benwen Sun, "Wenhua shitiao yu Zhongguo shehui wenti" (Cultural Maladjustment and China's 
Social Problems), Shehuixue jie (The Sociological World), 2 (1928), pp. 19-24; Shehuixue yuanli 
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Maladjustment not only occurred between material culture and non-material 
culture, but also between different parts of non-material culture. Sun Benwen 
attributed the marriage problems of the Chinese youth to the latter. 12 He stressed that 
social standards of behavior should be compatible to each other. Thus, freedom of 
marriage and freedom of social communications between boys and girls should 
coexist in society. However, Sun understood that although freedom of marriage was 
widely supported by the educated class in China, daily social communications 
between the male and the female were still very strictly limited. They got very little 
chance to go out together. Moreover, the freedom of divorce was not accompanied by 
either the re-marriage system or the mechanism ensuring women's economic 
independence. The marriage problems in modem China were thought to be a result of 
maladjustment between the Western and the Chinese non-material culture in the areas 
of marriage customs, morals, and laws. 
Cultural maladjustment is neutral but Sun Benwen tended to blame Chinese 
culture, mainly the non-material culture, more than the Western counterpart. He 
believed that Western culture had contributed to social progress in Western countries. 
China however was not a modem society because there was inertia in some parts of 
Chinese culture that caused a delay in changes. Sun called this delay Cultural Inertia 
(Principles of Sociology), pp. 605-6. 
12 Benwen Sun, "Wenhua shitiao yu Zhongguo shehui wenti" (Cultural Maladjustment and China's 
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or Cultural Conservatism.^^ Some social institutions such as the old marriage system, 
ancestral worship, filial piety, and big family system prevailing in Chinese society 
were heritages of ancient China. However, they could not keep up with the pace of the 
modem times and came into conflicts with the Western culture. In other words, Sun 
traced the source of problems in collective social life or social progress to some 
elements of traditional Chinese non-material culture. Yet, he implicitly pointed out 
that China could become a modem society, if she could abandon or reform some 
elements of Chinese culture and adopt the merits of Western culture. His whole idea 
will be shown more clearly in the following discussion on how he dealt with China's 
rural problems. 
3.4 Rural Problem: A Cultural Problem 
According to Sun Benwen's argument, social problems might be more serious in 
rural China where the old custom was most powerful. In addition, rural crisis had 
worsened China's economic conditions. In 1931, rural bankruptcy came in the wake 
of the world economic crisis. The rising world silver prices drained the economy and 
there were devastating floods in the Yangzi provinces. Last but not least, the Japanese 
Social Problems), p. 28. 
13 According to Sun Benwen, cultural inertia was strengthened with the needs of individuals and 
society. Benwen Sun, Shehui bianqian (Social Change), pp. 95-101; Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of 
Sociology), pp. 597-600. 
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occupation of Manchuria in the late 1931 not only undermined the Guomindang 
regime, but also had adverse effects on the Chinese economy. 
The rural problems in twentieth-century China attracted many intellectuals' 
attention. After 1927, urban intellectuals directed their attention to the problems of the 
countryside, having been stimulated in part by the activities of the Chinese 
Communist Party.i4 Amongst them, Chinese sociologists, deeply concerned 
themselves with the Chinese society, responded fast to the issues. Equipped with the 
sociological knowledge, they developed their own ways to explain and tackle rural 
problems. The notion that the industrial revolution was only at its initial stage in 
China in the 1930s denoted Sun Benwen's general idea on the Chinese countryside: 
the rural areas where most Chinese people lived were little different from the past. 
According to Sun, rural society developed in the following four stages 
chronologically: (1) Primitive Rural Society; (2) European Feudal Rural Society or 
Chinese "Nine Squares" Rural Society; (3) Tenurial Rural Society; (4) Modem Rural 
Society.i5 With little impact from the industrial West, rural China was still at the stage 
of tenurial rural society. Apart from changes in land distribution and inheritance, it 
had little progress. The following paragraphs will focus on four rural problems Sun 
identified in modem China. Particular attention of course will be paid to the causes of 
14 Guy S. Alitto, The Last Confucian: Liang Shuming and the Chinese Dilemma of Modernity (Berkeley, 
Los Angeles: The University of California Press, 1986 (1979)), pp. 154-57. 
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these problems and, perhaps more important, the way to solve them. 
Economic Problems 
There was little difference between Sun Benwen and his contemporaries in 
regarding economic problems as the core of China's rural problems. Considering that 
poverty would hinder social progress, Sun devised means to increase the rural income 
and raise the peasants' living standards. 
The quantity of agricultural production hardly satisfied the demands of the 
Chinese population. Sun Benwen found that 10.2% of the adult male in the mainland 
were short of food. The total amount of production had an average of 7.9% deficit 
annually before 1937. Foreign imports of food upset China's international food 
t rade . 16 To increase the production of food crops and decrease imports, Sun borrowed 
from the West two methods, i.e. science and machine. Chemical fertilizers were 
treated as more effective than natural fertilizers in pushing up the yield. Crop diseases 
and pests could be controlled by chemical insecticides. Sun also recognized that new 
farming machines contributed to higher yields in the Western countries. Electric-
powered irrigation could increase the area of arable land. In a word, there should be 
an Agricultural Revolution aided by science and technology in rural China. 
15 Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), pp. 461-66. 
16 SPMC, V. 2, Renkou wenti (Population Problems) (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1946), pp. 143-48. 
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Poverty did threaten many Chinese peasants' ability to survive, not to say any 
plan for rural development. Most of them ran into debt. And private loans by the local 
gentry of course could not allow the peasants to import the very expensive farming 
machines from the West. Sun Benwen therefore suggested that more farmers' banks 
should be set up to finance the various projects of rural reform. However, the 
government should directly supervise them in a top-down manner. In other words, 
there should be headquarters of farmers' banks in the capital or in the provinces. 
Branches should be established in the counties or districts to advance loans to the 
cooperatives from which peasants could borrow money. Sun had a rather high opinion 
of the Farmers' Bank of China, which, by 1940, had granted a total of 1.2 billion 
dollars to various rural projects」？ Under the government's direction, it created many 
local financial agencies to support rural cooperatives. 
To deal with the problems arising from over-population and to increase 
agricultural production, Sun suggested that peasants from the densely populated areas 
should be re-settled in the sparsely populated areas in the frontier. With a lower man-
land ratio in the mainland, the average farm size would be enlarged. Moreover, the 
new settlers in the frontier provinces could form a working force to open up new 
arable land. 
17 SPMC, V. 3, Nongcun wenti (Rural Problems), ed. (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1948), p. 111. 
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Sun therefore called for the improvement and expansion of transportation and 
communication. Railroads and highways should be lengthened to facilitate the 
transportation of food to poor areas. To make peasants aware of rural problems, they 
should be kept informed about their society. Telephones, postal communications, and 
radio broadcasting therefore needed to be developed. With the improvement of 
transportation and communication, rural re-construction was likely to be 
accomplished. 
Educational Problems 
Chinese intellectuals were not less concerned about the rural educational 
problems. In the 1930s, Yan Yangchu and Liang Shuming attempted to save their 
country by means of education. Sun Benwen concerned himself with the problems of 
primary education, agricultural education, and mass education. 
Sun Benwen was anxious about China's primary education because it lagged 
behind the Western countries in terms of quantity and quality. He considered the 
duration of compulsory education in China, which was four years before 1937, too 
short compared with nine years in Britain, eight years in Germany, France and 
Belgium. In 1936, there were thirty-eight pupils per thousand people, and only thirty-
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five children out of a hundred were enrolled in schools.^^ He explained that village 
schools had a low enrolment partly because the headmasters and the teachers did not 
receive the peasants' trust and sympathy. Coordination between schools and the 
peasant families was so poor that many peasants regarded schooling as unimportant. 
Sun was clear that only headmasters and teachers were able to change the peasants' 
attitudes. The peasants should know that every citizen had a duty to send their 
children to schools. 
The agricultural educational problems were also a matter of quantity. Sun 
Benwen took academic agricultural education and general agricultural education as 
two main ways to provide China with agricultural experts, technicians and field 
instructors. The number of the personnel however was far from adequate. The 
shortage of field instructors was more pressing. The total number of junior 
agricultural personnel in 1933 was 7,678. Among them only 28.1% worked in local 
organizations.^^ The lack of agricultural workers, he thought, was because China had 
only a small number of students enrolled in agricultural schools. Sun asserted, "To 
improve the agricultural know-how in the villages, and to increase agricultural 
production, the basic task is to produce these practical agricultural elite. Only they can 
18 Ibid., pp. 126-27. 
19 Ibid., p. 129. 
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directly instruct the peasants to improve agr icu l ture” .�® 
Although mass educat ion in rural China was developing fast, it was considered 
backward by Sun Benwen. Each county or town usually had two to three peasant 
educat ion institutes and mass education institutes, which were headquar ters to 
p romote mass educat ion in the rural areas. They fell far short of the quant i ty needed 
for the popular izat ion of education. More importantly, he was not satisfied with the 
scope of the exist ing mass education. Their achievements were only to establish some 
elementary schools, newspaper reading areas, tea-drinking groups, and to provide 
tutorial sessions or lectures. On top of these establ ishments. Sun advocated to 
incorporate the Iccturcs on the political and economic condit ions of China into the 
curr iculum of mass education. 
Sun Benwen indeed attempted to maintain an integrity of rural education in 
China where the primary, agricultural, and mass education would be closcly 
connected. To develop an organic rural society, he suggested, education, politics, 
economy, and sel t -detcnse should be intcr-rclatcd. 
Problems of Public Health 
The third rural problem on Sun Benwen ' s list was related to the public health. He 
:”bid. , p. 128. 
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worried about the general health conditions of the Chinese population. The peasants, 
in particular, were physically weak because most resources left for medical services 
had been allocated to the urban populace. What Sun thought of was a public health 
system in which the re-organization of local medical institutions would improve the 
provision of health services in the rural areas. He added that the problems of public 
health could be solved if the county governments were also committed to improve 
transportation, economic conditions, and to train more medical practitioners. 
Problems of Collective Organizational Forms 
Sun Benwen's concern with the collective organizational forms in rural China 
was focused on the functions of social organizations rather than the broader social 
structure. He regretted that the existing organizations had exerted too little influences 
on the peasants. He hoped they would create a rural society in which the peasants' 
thinking and behavior were uniform, and thus they would be more cohesive, and 
easily mobilized. To make as small changes in social structure as possible, Sun 
welcomed the new organizations set up by central and local governments in the areas 
of politics, defense, education and economy. 
However, the development of rural social organizations required the coordination 
and promotion of a single organization. Sun Benwen supported the idea that the 
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agricultural associations (nonghui) should become the central collective 
organizational form of rural reconstruction."' Once their social status was improved, 
and the scope of their activities was widened, they would be able to affect the 
operation of other rural organizations. The promulgation of the Law of Agricultural 
Associations and its revision in 1930 and 1937 were seen by Sun as a support for the 
formation of agricultural associations. 
Since Sun Benwen attributed the cause of social problems to cultural 
maladjustment, the solution to rural problems, in theory, was to adjust the culture. As 
mentioned earlier, he found that the obstacle to the progress of Chinese society was 
the inertia of Chinese culture. Therefore, he suggested that the rural problems be 
solved by changing some Chinese ideas and practices with the help of the Western 
culture. He said, ‘To improve the peasants' livelihood, there are no ways but to 
develop education, eliminate superstition, and improve the public entertainment; to 
save the rural society from decline, there are no ways but to improve the techniques 
employed in agriculture, adopt efficient machines, strengthen rural organizations, and 
increase agricultural products"." 
By the same token, other social problems could also be treated by changing some 
Chinese customs, morals and regulations. For instance, to deal with the labor 
Sociologists like Wu Jingchao and Qiao Qiming shared the same idea. Ibid., p. 168, f23. 
- Ib id . , p . � 0 7 . ^ 
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problems, Sun suggested that wages should be increased so that workers could cope 
with the rising living standards. Since machines could save manpower, working hours 
should be shortened. Labor education as well as laws related to labor insurance and 
compensation should also be introduced. Moreover, labor unions and employers' 
organizations representing their own interests could negotiate to ameliorate relations 
between employees and the administration. Sun also believed that the marriage 
problems would be solved if young people were allowed to communicate freely in 
daily social settings. A divorced woman would no longer feel helpless if there were a 
re-marriage law, and equal opportunity of employment for men and women to allow 
her to be economically independent. In short, according to Sun Benwen, after the 
presence of Western culture in China, some parts of Chinese non-material culture 
needed to be changed so that the two cultures would match each other, and cultural 
maladjustment would not occur. Thus, social problems were solved.^^ 
3.5 Rural Problem: A Political Problem 
If human beings could guide social change, according to Sun Benwen, they must 
rely on the government to solve social problems, and promote social progress. In fact, 
the significant role played by the government in solving China's social problems is 
23 Sun Benwen was inclined to ascribe the family problems and labor problems to the attitude of the 
individuals involved. Until their attitudes changed, these problems could not be solved. SPMC, v. 4, 
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emphasized in Sun Benwen's discussion of the rural problems as well as other social 
problems. 
According to Sun Benwen, as mentioned earlier, the Nationalist government 
could solve China's rural problems in many ways. For example, the government could 
take the lead to set up rural cooperatives, which would help improve the rural finance 
and agricultural production. The promulgation of the Outlines of Organization in 
Counties in 1939, and the laws related to baojia and rural cooperatives were regarded 
by Sun Benwen as measures designed to strengthen the organization of rural society. 
Moreover, to prevent over-concentration of wealth, he urged the government to 
equalize the ownership of land, and contain the accumulation of capital by collecting 
profit-tax. He also requested the government to introduce measures on emigration for 
the development of the frontier region.�* Sun considered the leadership of the 
Nationalist government indispensable in solving China's social problems. The leading 
role of the government in social reconstruction was expressed in legislation, as well as 
political and economic interference. In concrete terms, the role of the government was 
to organize society, direct and supervise social reforms, and distribute the limited 
economic resources to the urban and rural areas. 
Laogong wenti (Labor Problems), 4出 ed. (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1948), pp. 207-9. 
24 Faced with the catastrophic destruction brought with the Sino-Japanese War (1937-45), Sun Benwen 
more relied upon the Nationalist government to solve China's social problems and reconstruct the 
society. SPMC, v. 3, Nongcun wenti (Rural Problems), pp. 171-89. 
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The reasons why Sun Benwen relied on the Nationalist government to solve the 
social problems in China are understandable though he has not explicitly stated his 
position. On the one hand, the nature of the social problems he identified already 
required the government's interference. The economic, educational, medical, and 
collective organizational problems were all public issues. They should be solved by 
the government which was supposed to advance the public good. Only when the 
government was directly involved in the efforts to solve social problems, the interests 
of the state and the nation would be guaranteed. With regard to the principles of 
solving social problems, Sun put the interests of the nation high above other 
considerations.25 Parents o f rura l families should s end their children to schools no t 
only because education was important for individuals, but also because it could 
produce the talented leaders for the state and society. Moreover, since China's social 
problems involved billions of people, only the government could deal with them. 
Obviously, the urgency of those problems demanded a powerful central authority to 
make quick decisions. 
On the other hand, Sun Benwen believed that the Nationalist government had 
money and power to tackle China's social problems. Deepening economic problems, 
25 Sun Benwen based the study of social problems on three sociological points of view: (1) Groups 
were more important than individuals; (2) Environment was more important than heredity; (3) History 
was more important than reality. He said, "To study the various proposals to solve the social problems, 
one should focus more on group interests, and less on individual interests". SPMC, v. 1, Jiazu wenti 
(Family Problems), p. 58. 
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educational problems, and public health problems required a huge amount of money 
to deal with. Obviously, only the government, for example, had sufficient resources to 
improve transportation and communication in the country. Also, the propaganda 
campaigns to persuade parents of rural families to send their children to schools were 
long-term efforts that would tap the treasury continuously. 
The government unquestionably had the power to establish or reform the 
country's social and economic system. The government could improve the existing 
economic system which, in Sun Benwen's opinion, was the root of rural poverty. 
Whether the formation of new collective organizational forms, the revision of village 
school curriculum or the plan to migrate some peasants from the interior provinces to 
the frontier region needed the government's regulations. 
Sun Benwen was optimistic that rural problems would be solved partly because 
the Nationalist government had made efforts in legislation. Law, according to Sun, 
could fonction to maintain social order, protect people's security, and enhance their 
happiness. With law, social problems could then be solved. Moreover, the government 
was the most powerful organization to enforce the reform measures. Punishment, in 
theory, would be applied to those who acted against the laws and the reform measures. 
3.6 Conclusion 
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China in the 1930s and 1940s were in deep national crisis. The causes of social 
problems of course were many. But the Nationalist government should bear some 
responsibilities. However, there is not a single word in Sun Benwen,s writings which 
was critical of the government. His theory of Cultural Maladjustment implied that 
China's social problems arose from the social environment and the government was 
not the cause. He defined social problems as the obstacles people faced in collective 
social life or social progress. This definition suggested that social ills in China were 
mainly sporadic and non-structural problems. It played down the seriousness of social 
problems found in the Nationalist regime. 
However, Sun admitted that the government should play a significant role in 
solving China's social problems. For the nature of the problems required a solution 
plan implemented by a strong and public-minded leadership. He argued that some 
elements of traditional Chinese culture should be revised in order to cope with the 
unavoidable impact of modem Western culture so that cultural maladjustment would 
not occur. The government, he hoped, would initiate appropriate cultural policies, and 
take the leading role of direction, supervision, organization and distribution. A closer 
look at the Sociology Department of National Central University where Sun Benwen 




SOCIOLOGISTS AND THE STATE: 
THE CASE OF THE SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT, 
NATIONAL CENTRAL UNIVERSITY 
4.1 Introduction 
Most modem Chinese sociologists worked in higher educational institutions 
where resources in terms of accommodation, manpower and capital were available. 
Patriotic sociologists could make use of these resources to realize parts of their 
proposals of social reconstruction. Sun Benwen had worked in a university for nearly 
twenty years precisely because he thought the leaders of China's social reconstruction 
must be those highly educated intellectuals.� The Sociology Department of the 
National Central University was a place where Sun conducted academic researches on 
Chinese society, trained sociology students for the nation, and attempted to provide 
social services to the people. 
More importantly, the Sociology Department would be a perfect case to explore 
the relationship between sociologists and the Nationalist government. It was because 
the Central University, as a national university located in the Nanjing capital, directly 
interacted with the government, and was immediately affected by changing 
government policies. Moreover, since Sun Benwen had served the Department for 
1 Benwen Sun, "Shehui jianshe de jiben zhishi" (The Basic Knowledge of Social Reconstruction), 
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nearly twenty years, the development of that relationship over time would be clearer. 
This Chapter however will only be focused on the development of the Central 
University's Sociology Department. Other relations with the government will be dealt 
with in the next Chapter in assessing Sun's achievement. It is leamt that there were 
ups and downs in the development of the Sociology Department. Established in 1928, 
it experienced two closures in 1932 and 1936. It finally re-opened in 1941. The rather 
rugged development of the Department was mainly due to the Nationalist 
government's changeable responses to the situation affected by the Japanese invasion 
into China at the time. 
4.2 Establishment of the Sociology Department, 1928 
Sociology as a Western academic subject first found its place in China in 1891. 
In Canton, a city in the south, Kang Youwei introduced it to his Wanmu Academy. In 
an attempt to strengthen China and catch up with the advanced Western countries, 
Kang's principle of education emphasized Western learning, besides Chinese 
scholarship? The curriculum of the academy was structured accordingly. Therefore, 
courses like Sociology, Principles of Politics, and Applied Politics appeared as 
Shehui jianshe (The Journal of Social Reconstruction), 1, 1 (May 1948): 12-3. 
2 Yabin Yang, Zhongguo shehuixue shi (History of Chinese Sociology) (Jinan: Shandong renmin 
chubanshe, 1987), p. 7. 
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Statecraft Studies (jingshi zhixue)? Kang regarded sociology, translated as qunxue in 
Chinese, as an art of grouping. At the same time, group discussions, military exercises, 
picnics, and even games were used to enhance solidarity among students in the 
academy. In fact, Kang Youwei's philosophy to save China was to "take grouping as 
the principle; take changing for practical use" {yi qun wei ti, yi bian wei yong).^ He 
hoped that Chinese society, which was constituted by a host of social groups, would 
become a single and unified group so as to resist foreign imperialists. Sociology was 
one of the important intellectual weapons he chose to save China. 
Nonetheless, official recognition of sociology only came in the last years of the 
Qing dynasty. According to the Decision on the Syllabus of the National Political 
College proclaimed on December 20, 1906, first-year students in the Department of 
Politics should have training in sociology. Instead of aiming high at grouping the 
Chinese people, the statesmen's reason to introduce sociology was merely its close 
relation with such academic subjects as politics.^ Also, in 1911, the Imperial 
University of Beijing offered a two-hour sociology course to the third-year students. 
However, it is not clear whether sociology was taught in these institutions. Questions 
about the background of teachers and the content of the course materials are yet to be 
3 Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
4 Ibid., p. 5. 
5 Benwen Sun, "Wu shi nian lai de shehuixue" (Sociology in Fifty Years), in Pan Gongzhan ed., Wu shi 
nian lai de Zhongguo (China in Fifty Years) (Taipei: Committee of Party History, Central Committee, 
Chinese Nationalist Party, 1976), p. 237. 
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answered pending discovery of source materials. 
The National Beijing University was the first Chinese institution that offered 
sociology courses, and Kang Baozhong started to teach the subject in autumn 1916.6 
Kang was a returned student from Japan. Much earlier than in China, most 
universities in Japan since 1881 recognized sociology as an academic subject. Many 
Chinese students in Japan studied sociology, and they were the pioneers to import 
sociology into China. Some translated Japanese works on sociology, and others such 
as Kang Baozhong were engaged in the teaching of sociology. From 1916 on, he 
taught sociology, ethics, and Chinese legal history at University. 
Judged for the time and place when sociology was introduced to the above 
institutes of higher education, one can detect certain connections between sociology 
and social movements, such as the Reform Movement of 1898 and the New Culture 
Movement, in modem China. While Kang Youwei saw grouping as fundamentally 
important, the May Fourth leaders in Beijing accepted sociology precisely because it 
was a Western science. Sociology was seen as a useful tool to regenerate the 
disintegrating Chinese culture and society. By incorporating sociology into the school 
curriculum, the movement leaders attempted to re-shape the Chinese youth with the 
6 Christian colleges in fact took the lead in providing sociology courses and founding sociology 
departments in China. St. John's University in Shanghai offered the first sociology course in 1908. 
Arthur Monn used Walter Bagehot's Physics and Politics (1872) to teach his students. Ibid. Sociology 
in these colleges was very much like social work or social welfare. Sociologists therefore acted like 
missionaries. 
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Western learning. In most cases, supporters and sympathizers of these movements 
were nurtured in the classroom. 
The year 1921 marked the emergence of sociology departments in universities in 
China. While American missionaries established a sociology department at the 
Yanjing University, the Xiamen University, a Chinese administered private university, 
had a Department of History-Sociology chaired by Xu Shengjin. Other private 
universities soon followed suit. For example, sociology departments were set up at the 
Fudan University and the Daxia University in 1925 and 1927 respectively. In 1934, 
twelve out of twenty private universities had sociology departments.^ 
Sociology in Chinese Universities, 1934 
Types of University No. of Institutions No. with Sociology No. of Students 
Departments Majoring in Sociology 
National 13 4 239 
Provincial 8 1 4 
Private ^ 12 ^ 
T ^ 41 17 
Sociology indeed was welcome not only by missionaries, but also by Chinese 
educators and students. The number of students taking sociology as their majors was 
only slightly smaller than that of students studying traditional liberal arts subjects. Of 
7 Siu-lun Wong, Sociology and Socialism in Contemporary China (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
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course, the popularity of sociology in universities was related to some personal 
reasons of sociologists and students. But for those sociologists who worked in 
national universities, the political factor sometimes exerted direct influences on 
teaching and research. 
To a civil government like the Nationalist government in Nanjing, which took 
power in 1927, education was of paramount importance. Considering that Christian 
colleges and universities had undermined China's educational sovereignty, the new 
government did not hesitate to launch the "educational rights recovery" campaign in 
1929 to regain control over China's higher education. Another important measure was 
to establish national universities across China. These universities would stop foreign 
interference in China's higher education. Three national universities had independent 
sociology departments. They were the National Qinghua University in Beiping, the 
National Sun Yat-sen University in Canton, and the National Central University in the 
Nanjing capital. Since these departments were under the government's direct 
supervision, their fate would fully reflect the government's attitude toward social 
scientists in general, and sociologists in particular. 
In May 1928, the Jiangsu University was renamed the National Central 
University. The five departments in the Faculty of Social Sciences were the 
1979), p. 19. 
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Departments of Economics, Politics, Law, History-Geography, and Sociology. Sun 
Benwen, though intermittently, served as chairman of the Sociology Department since 
autumn 1929. As the architect of the Department^ he directed it to serve Chinese 
society, besides teaching and conducting research. It was imperative to teach 
sociology because, according to a report on the Department, "the growth of the 
knowledge about society is the root of all social work”？ The Department therefore set 
three objectives for itself: (1) to study the knowledge about society; (2) to nurture 
talents on social work; and (3) to facilitate the progress of social work. On the eve of 
the Sino-Japanese War, the syllabus of the Department for the academic year 1935-
1936 continued to emphasize practical skills and techniques in conducting social 
surveys, social statistics, and social work in order to train specialists on social 
service.io A sociology student must take 128 credits to fulfil the academic 
requirements for graduation. At least forty credits had to be from sociology courses. 
Among the forty credits, sixteen were from elective courses, while twenty-four were 
from the following compulsory courses: 
8 His student Chen Dinghong later recalled, "When the Department was founded, a commonly 
recognized syllabus was absent in the country. All the courses and course outlines were decided by him 
only". Dinghong Chen, "Sun Benwen yu Zhongguo shehuixue" (Sun Benwen and Chinese Sociology), 
Shehuixue tongxun, 3 (1984): 72. 
9 "Guoli Zhongyangdaxue wenxueyuan shehuixuexi gaikuang" (General Conditions of the Sociology 
Department, Arts Faculty, National Central University), Shehuixue jie (Sociological World), 3 
(September 1929): 287-89. 
"Guoli Zhongyangdaxue shehuixuexi xuecheng" (The Syllabus of the Sociology Department, 
National Central University), Shehuixue kan (The Journal of Sociology), 5, 1 (January 20, 1936): 157. 
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Compulsory Courses in Central U's Sociology Department, 1929 
Course Titles Credits  
Principles of Sociology 4 
History of Social Ideas 3 
Social Ps\,.choloiiv 2 
t Zx    
Social Evolution 2 
Social Control 2 
Social Problems 3 
Social Survey and Social Research 3 
Modern Social Reform Movements 3 
Independent Topic Studies 2 
Source: "Guol i Zhongyangdaxue wenxucyuan shehuixucxi ga ikuang" (General 
Condi t ions of the Sociology Department , Arts Faculty, National Central University), 
Shehuixue jie (Sociological World), 3, (September 1929): 287-89.] 
Honey Moon Years Before 1931 
Sun Benwen, as chairman of the Sociology Department , was empowered to 
shape the Depar tment according to his own plan. However, his design of the 
Department had to he made within the f ramework of the government ' s education 
policy. Sun should have faced more restrictions than did other intellectuals as he 
worked in a national university in Nanjing. 
Prior to the Mukden Incident in September 1931, sociology depar tments in China 
were enjoying a rather high degree of acaclcniic f reedom. The position of Western 
learning in educational institutions was d e a r l y def ined in the Third National Party 
Congress held in March 1929. A declaration was proclaimed to develop National 
Educa t ion" : 
”Central Executive Committee, Chinese Nationalist Party ed.. Zhongguo guamindang diyi. er, san, si 
ci quanguo daibiao dahui kan (Collections of the First. Second. Third, and Fourth National Party 
Congress of the Chinese Nationalist Party), reprint, (Taipei: Wenhai shuju, 1966 ). p. 35. 
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Our party must decide our direction and policy henceforth, and must place the culture of 
the Three People's Principles at the center. In other words, (we) must let the essence of 
the Three People's Principles to absorb the strong points of the Eastern and Western 
culture in order to achieve national independence, popularize civic rights, and 
develop people's livelihood. 
In the Congress, the "Principle of Education and Its Implementation in the Republic 
of China" was also issued in April in the name of the national government. Though 
the Principle was rather vague, the second part was detailed enough to specify the 
aims and objectives of different types of schools. In general, it envisaged "knowledge 
and morality are complementary under the Three People's Principles''.^^ The 
Nationalists welcomed sociology as a Western science which would supplement 
Chinese learning. Sociology departments as well as other social science departments 
in China's universities were allowed to undertake theoretical studies or practical 
researches as long as they were not against the Three People's Principles. 
Since the Nationalist regime became a party-state in the period of political 
tutelage, Sun Yat-sen's Three People's Principles was the orthodox ideology of the 
Nationalist Party. However, it was considered necessary to enrich the content of the 
Principles by absorbing the nutrients of other ideas, including those from the West. 
Therefore, the Three People's Principles respected to a certain extent Western culture 
and social sciences such as sociology. Moreover, the government also discovered the 
12 Kunhui Huang, "Wu shi nian lai woguo jiaoyu zhengce" (Fifty Years of Our Country's Education 
Policy), in Chinese Educational Society ed., Jin wu shi nian lai zhi Zhongguo jiaoyu (Chinese 
Education in the Recent Fifty Years) (Taipei: Fuxing shuju, 1977), p. 187. 
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practical values of social sciences in collecting data from the society. ！�Thankful to the 
government's open attitude, Sun Benwen was able to pursue his own ideals. Not only 
could sociology as a product of the Western intellect find a safe place under the 
umbrella of the Three People's Principles but also his Sociology Department was 
allowed to operate. However, what seemed undesirable to Sun Benwen was that the 
Department was not independent and autonomous enough. Its development was thus 
under the influence of the Nationalist government. Unforeseeable problems emerged 
then in consequence. 
4.3 Closures of the Sociology Department in the 1930s 
Chen Dinghong, who was Sun Benwen's student and later colleague at the 
National Central University, has expressed admiration of his teacher: "This 
(Sociology) Department has gone through many difficulties. He administered it in 
great trouble until the Nanjing University was established."^^ Chen's words are not 
exaggeration though he might sympathize with his teacher. The Sociology 
Department of the Central University was ceased to operate twice in the 1930s, and 
13 In February 1929, while visiting Nanjing, Leonard Xu Shilian succeeded in securing for the Yanjing 
Sociology Department an invitation from the Ministry of Industry, Commerce, and Labor to conduct a 
social and economic survey of the new capital. This proposed survey was a collaborative project. The 
Ministry would provide about two-thirds of the estimated budget. Xu was eventually forced to forgo 
this opportunity to direct a survey of the capital because the Department was not able to finance its part 
of the proposed project. See Yung-chen Chiang, Social Engineering and the Social Sciences in China, 
1898-1949, Ph.D. Dissertation (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University, 1986), pp. 89-90. 
14 Dinghong Chen, "Sun Benwen yu Zhongguo shehuixue" (Sun Benwen and Chinese Sociology), 
Shehuixue tongxun, 3 (1984), p. 71. 
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Sun Benwen struggled to continue to teach sociology in other departments until the 
Department was resumed in 1941, four years after the outbreak of the war with Japan. 
The ups and downs of the Department had much to do with the government's 
discouraging attitude toward social sciences when political and military affairs 
preoccupied its leaders. 
The 1932 Crisis 
Student protests against the Nationalist government's appeasement policy toward 
Japan after 1931 were widespread in China's higher educational institutions. As far as 
the Central University is concerned, the 1932 chancellor issue added fuel to the 
flames. Students were indignant every time when political figures instead of noted 
academics were sent by the government to "control" the University. Just in the first 
half of 1932, primarily because of opposition from students, three chancellors were 
forced to leave office by turns.^^ The case of Duan Xipeng, however, brought 
disastrous consequences to the University. Almost the same day on June 29, when 
Duan assumed office, he was attacked by the students. The Executive Yuan then 
ordered a temporary closure of the University in order to give it time for "re-
organization". On July 2, the Ministry of Education took over the University. All 
15 They were Gui Chongji, Ren Hongjin and Duan Xipeng. See Editorial Board, History of Nanjing 
University ed., Nanjing daxue shi (History of Nanjing University) (Nanjing: Nanjing University Press, 
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members of the teaching staff were laid off. 
An organization called the Reorganization Committee of the Central University 
was set up by the Executive Yuan on July 6, 1932 to deal with matters related to the 
re-opening of the University. Under Cai Yuanpei's leadership, a nine-point proposal 
was submitted to the Executive Yuan, and soon was passed on July 12. Regarding the 
reorganization of academic faculties and departments, some were forced to combine 
but some simply ceased operation. The Sociology Department was the only 
department abolished in the Arts Faculty but its courses were allowed to be taught in 
the Philosophy Department.'^ 
The abolition of the Sociology Department reflected the government's emphasis 
in education shifted from ideological to practical consideration. Zhu Jiahua, then the 
Minister of Education, must have endorsed this move. In clarifying the objective of 
university education in late 1932, he said it was to strengthen the nation. Liberal arts 
and social science disciplines should not be allowed to proliferate in the same area if 
they were too many or not urgent to meet the needs of society•口 As a response to the 
Minister, the national university chancellors, in a meeting to discuss the general 
1992), pp. 117-18. 
16 "Zhongda zhengweihui quanbu jueyi shixiang yi you xingzhengyuan tongguo" (All Resolutions 
Made by the Central University Reorganization Committee Have Been Passed by the Executive Yuan), 
Shen bao (July 13, 1932), p. 3. 
17 Zhu Jiahua was also dissatisfied with the many specialized courses offered by the liberal arts 
disciplines. He thought undergraduate courses should be about basic knowledge. See Jun Wang and Bin 
Sun ed., Zhu Jiahua xiansheng yanlun ji (Dissertations of Dr. Zhu Jiahua) (Taipei: Institute of Modem 
History, Academia Sinica, \911\ pp. 138-39, 147. 
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student protests in China, had come up with similar conclusions. They emphasized the 
faculties of agriculture, engineering, medicine and science, and wanted to train more 
talents to work for national defense. 
Historians on Republican history would generally agree that the year 1931 was a 
watershed. The preparation for wars against Japan and the Chinese Communists 
became increasingly important to the Nationalist government. Therefore, in the arena 
of higher education and academic research, it should not only comply with the Three 
People's Principles, but also meet the needs of the country under the threat of war. 
Obviously, a pragmatic scientific education and research of material and natural 
sciences such as agriculture, engineering and medicine would bring more immediate, 
direct and visible benefits to society. Social sciences however were seen as 
unproductive in preparing China for the war. 
Another reason for the emphasis on practical subjects was government's 
intention to put out the student protests started in late 1930. University students had 
had grievances over the conditions of education in China. Graduates suffered from 
serious unemployment and government expenditures on education were decreasing. 
From October 1930 on, student protests gradually culminated to a student movement. 
To prevent a new wave of protests, the authorities in May 1931 reiterated that 
university education should "emphasize the natural sciences and practical subjects in 
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pr inc ip l e” . Since there were far more arts students than science students in the labor 
market, an increase in the number of science students along with a decrease in arts 
students was seen as a way to lessen the unemployment problems of the y o u t h . 
Eventually, on August 26, 1932, Luo Jialun was appointed chancellor of the 
National Central University. Formerly chancellor of the National Qinghua University 
and professor of the Wuhan University, he was welcome by the students. With this 
stable air in the University, Luo lost no time to reorganize the academic faculties and 
departments. He opposed to the abolishment of the Sociology Department because it 
would be difficult to put sixty-seven sociology students in the Philosophy Department, 
which had only twenty students. Furthermore, it was inappropriate to put sociology 
and philosophy together as they were different in nature. On the contrary, he believed 
that "sociology is an important science in the social sciences. When different schools 
of thought and wrong research methods are employed to explain social phenomena in 
our country, we should promote ( s o c i o l o g y ) , ’ . � � A s a temporary measure, on 
September 10, a Sociology Division was separated from the Philosophy Department 
and put under the direct supervision of the Arts Faculty. Five days earlier, in exchange 
18 "Quedingjiaoyu shishi quxiang banfa" (A Decision on the Measures of Implementation and Trend of 
Education), Dongfang zazhi (The Eastern Miscellany), 28, 11 (June 10, 1931): 98-9. 
19 Some intellectuals shared this view. See Tian Xing, "Xuechao yu chulu" (Student Movements and 
Prospects), Dongfang zazhi (The Eastern Miscellany), 29, 6 (November 16, 1932): 2. 
Editorial Committee of the Collected Essays of Mr. Luo Jialun ed., Luo Jialun xiansheng wencun 
(Collected Essays of Mr. Luo Jialun), v. 7 (Taipei: The Institute of National History, and The 
Committee of Party History, Central Committee, Chinese Nationalist Party, 1976), pp. 122-23. 
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for the restoration of the Sociology Department, Sun Benwen accepted Luo's offer to 
act as the Registrar of the Central University.^^ It is therefore possible that the 
establishment of the Sociology Division was a response to Sun's request. Indeed, the 
Sociology Department was soon restored. 
The 1936 Crisis 
Nonetheless, the future of the Sociology Department was bleak. Looking into the 
student movements in the early 1930s, the Ministry of Education ascribed the 
problems of education to "individualism and the modeling of the United States". The 
United States was the place where most Chinese sociologists including Sun Benwen 
had received education in sociology, and thus was their intellectual fountain. The 
spread of sociology in China became unfavorable when the Ministry suggested that 
education hereafter should emphasize n a t i o n a l i s m ? 
(T)ake nationalism as the center; pay attention to the development of primary education 
because the university education will not necessarily occupy the most important position 
in the future. Regarding the curriculum and syllabus, (we) should emphasize the 
practical subjects and reduce the number of arts subjects accordingly. While (we) nurture 
specialists on agriculture, engineering and medicine, the liberal arts subjects should be 
gradually ceased to exist. 
This blueprint was accepted in the Third Plenum of the Fourth Central 
21 Guoxiong Wan, "Wu wenhua ji wu shehui: Sun Benwen yu Zhongguo shehuixue" (No Culture, No 
Society: Sun Benwen and Chinese Sociology), part 1, Zhong wai zazhi (The Kaleidoscope), 60, 3 
(September 1996): 15; Dinghong Chen, "Sun Benwen yu Zhongguo shehuixue" (Sun Benwen and 
Chinese Sociology): 71-2. 
22 Nengzhi Chen, Zhanqian shi nian Zhongguo de daxue jiaoyu, 1927-1937 (Chinese University 
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Committee Congress of the Nationalist Party convened in December 1932. In this 
Congress, the Educational Reform Proposal was promulgated.^^ Besides calling 
attention to nationalism, it aimed at correcting the empty-speaking attitude and poor 
practical training found in most students. It expected that all students would become 
productive elements in society after improving their skills in production and labor 
services. A shift of the government's education policy to emphasizing practical 
subjects was formally proclaimed. 
Wang Shijie, the new Minister of Education between April 1933 and January 
1938, not only followed the pragmatic approach in education, but decided to 
implement it in a much more forceful way. Moreover, he still believed that many 
graduates were unemployed because there were too many studying arts and liberal 
sciences but too few practical subjects. Encouraged by the decisions of the Third 
Plenum to terminate the sub-standard universities, the Minister then took the years 
from 1933 to 1936 as the period to abolish poor arts institutions. Orders to reorganize 
academic departments in some universities were issued in July 1933.24 with 
Education in the Ten Years Before the War, 1927-1937) (Taipei: Commercial Press, 1990), p. 33. 
23 Nanjing Jiaoyubu zongwusi, Jiaoyubu gongbao (The Ministry of Education Gazettes), 4, 51 & 52 
(December 31, 1932), pp. 21-5. 
24 For instance, the administration of the Beiping University Arts and Science Girl's College was 
empowered to cancel academic departments. As a consequence, while the Departments of Russian-Law 
and of Russian-Economics in the Law Faculty were abolished, the Politics Department and departments 
in the Business School were ceased to enroll new students; the Shanxi Provincial Law College and 
Shanxi Provincial Education College were incorporated into the Shanxi University; the Departments of 
Politics, and History-Politics of the Zhejiang University, and the Departments of Politics, Sociology, 
and English of the Henan University were abolished respectively. Ibid., 5，29 & 30 (July 30, 1933), p. 
34. 
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everything going on smoothly, reorganization in a much larger scale was launched in 
1934 and 1935. To mention a few, the Philosophy Department of the Beiping 
University Arts and Science Girl's College was abolished while the Chinese 
Department and the History-Geography Department were combined to form the 
Department of History-Geography; the Law Faculty of the Anhui University and the 
Law Department of the Qinghua University were eliminated respectively; the 
Faculties of Education at the Jinan University and Sichuan University stopped to 
operate; and no new student was admitted to the Sociology Department of the Henan 
Universi ty.25 Satisfactory results prompted Wang to complete the campaign earlier in 
autumn 1935. To the remaining arts faculties and departments, the Ministry of 
Education promised to lend encouragement and support. 
The Central University's Sociology Department, of course, could not stay aloof 
from the reorganization. With the established education policy remained unchanged, 
the imminent danger of Japanese invasion in 1936 pushed the Ministry of Education a 
step further to direct the higher education to meet the needs in this "national disaster". 
On April 28, 1936, the Outline of Special Education for Post-secondary Schools was 
promulgated. Four main parts constituted the special education, namely spiritual 
training, physical training, special teaching and research, and labor service. Under part 
25 Sheng Zheng, "Guominzhengfu chengli yi lai guanyu gaodeng jiaoyu zhi lilun yu shishi" (The 
Theory and Practice of Higher Education After the Establishment of the Nationalist Government), 
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three, existing university curriculum should be revised: "Basic training should be 
emphasized in every academic discipline. Elective subjects which are rather abstract 
in content or have little to do with basic training should be e l i m i n a t e d . L u o Jialun 
only felt helpless when “in 1936, (he) took the order from the Ministry (of Education) 
to abolish the Sociology Department and the Silk-Mulberry Depar tment” .The 
Sociology Department was once again forced to close its door. Sun Benwen, however, 
insisted to teach sociology courses such as Social Psychology and Social Problems in 
the Philosophy Department.^^ 
Judging for the time when the Sociology Department was abolished in 1932 and 
1936, the Ministry of Education decided to scrap the Department mainly because the 
government was intensifying its preparation for the war with Japan. Practical subjects 
in higher educational institutions were regarded as useful for the strengthening of the 
economy and national defense. The government's attitude toward social sciences then 
changed from passive acceptance to active suppression. Its action to sweep arts and 
social sciences was so drastic and extensive that some intellectuals openly opposed to 
Jiaoyu zazhi (The Education Miscellany), 25, 10 (October 1935): 40638. 
26 The Second Historical Archives of China ed., Zhonghuaminguo shi dangan ziliao bian (Collected 
Archival Sources of the Chinese Republican History), v. 5, no. 1 Education, part 2 (Jiangsu guji, 1994), 
p. 1308. 
27 Jialun Luo, "Zhongyangdaxue zhi zuijin si nian" (The Recent Four Years of the Central University), 
in Editorial Committee of the Collected Essays of Mr. Luo Jialun ed., Luo Jialun xiansheng wencun 
(Collected Essays of Mr. Luo Jialun), v. 1, p. 520. 
28 Sun Benwen might have sought Luo Jialun's approval to continue to teach sociology. Luo himself 
did recognize the importance of social sciences in studying wartime organization and finance. He 
thought students would feel easy to receive spiritual and moral training from the humanity and social 
science subjects. See Jialun Luo, "Daxue dao le beizhan shiqi" (The University Has Been in the Period 
of War Preparation), Ibid., p. 515, 517. 
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it. Chen Xujing, for example, was critical of the decisions made in the Third Plenum. 
"The liberal arts subjects are only at their germinating stage. But they are 
abolished to give way for the vocational education. Are we going to be back on the 
road previously taken by Zeng (Guofan) and Li (Hongzhang)?," Chen asked.^^ The 
national government was correct to make a balance between the number of arts and 
science students.^ ® However, the Nationalist leaders overwhelmed by the anxiety of 
war had prejudice against and poor understanding about the positive contributions of 
the humanities and social sciences could make in times of national insecurity and war. 
4.4 The Ministry of Society and the Re-opening of the Sociology Department, 
1941 
After the Sino-Japanese War broke out in July 1937, normal teaching and 
research activities in China's universities were interrupted. When Japan attacked 
Beiping, Shanghai and Nanjing, the physical existence of the universities in these 
cities was soon at stake. In late 1937, the National Central University was forced to 
take refuge in Chongqing, the wartime capital of the Nationalist regime, in the 
Sichuan province. Sun Benwen followed the move to south-western China. To him, 
29 Xujing Chen, "Jiaoyu de Zhongguohua yu xiandaihua" (The Sinification and Modernization of 
Education), Dulipinglun (The Independent Critics), 43 (March 26, 1934), p. 11. 
The restructuring of academic programs had not yet been completed by 1937 but the situations were 
getting more healthy: according to Ministry of Education statistics, in 1930, 17,000 students graduated 
in liberal arts programs, only about 8,000 in the areas of agriculture, engineering, medicine, and the 
natural sciences; but by 1937, the figures were 15,227 for the liberal arts, and 15,280 for science and 
technical disciplines. See Jun Wang and Bin Sun ed., Zhu Jiahua xiansheng yanlun ji (Dissertations of 
Dr. Zhu Jiahua), p. 139; Shuping Ke, "Wang Xueting xiansheng zaijiaozhang rennei zhi jiaoyu cuoshi" 
(Educational Measures Taken by Wang Xueting as Minister of Education), Zhuanji wenxue 
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the most important development during the war was the establishment of the Ministry 
of Society in the government, which he thought directly contributed to the resurgence 
of sociology. In 1944, he was excited to declare that sociology departments in 
universities were revitalized.^^ 
Indeed, before the Ministry of Society came into being, the new education policy 
formulated in 1938 was crucial to the revival of social sciences in China. After having 
forced to protract the war with Japan, the Nationalist government was now relieved 
from the pre-war anxiety and engaged itself again in the work of nation-building. In 
the area of education, the Principle of Nation-building in the War of Resistance, 
promulgated in the National Party Congress in April 1938, stated: "To train all types 
of specialists and technical personnel, and put them in appropriate positions so as to 
satisfy the demands during the war."^^ In other words, all kinds of education were 
essential only if they served the nation's needs in the prolonged war. The aim of 
university education was to facilitate advanced scholarship, and nurture specialists as 
well as talents with general abilities. New courses or new departments would come 
out if that knowledge could be applied to real life and the graduates were able to put 
(Biographical Literature), 40, 4 (April 1982): 126. 
31 Benwen Sun, "Qi nian lai de shehuixue" (Sociology in Seven Years), in Du Yuanzai ed” Geming 
wenxian (Revolutionary Documents), v. 59, Kangzhan shiqi zhi xueshu (Academic Research During the 
War of Resistance) (Taipei: Committee of Party History, Central Committee of the Chinese Nationalist 
Party, 1972), p. 50. 
32 Kunhui Huang, "Wu shi nian lai woguo jiaoyu zhengce" (Fifty Years of Our Country's Education 
Policy), p. 192. 
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their knowledge into practice. It is clear that the applied social sciences met these 
requirements. As early as in 1938, a uniform university curriculum was promulgated, 
in which four social science disciplines—law, politics, economics, and sociology 
were made compulsory in the faculties of arts, science, law, and education. A much 
more balanced curriculum between humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences 
for the four faculties promulgated in 1944 formally put an end to the previous one-
sided policy emphasizing practical subjects. The Nationalists finally began to 
recognize the values of social sciences in improving society. 
The Ministry of Society was another important establishment of the national 
government's efforts in nation-building during the war. It was the highest 
governmental organ responsible for social administration in wartime China. It was 
called the Central Ministry of Society at its inception in 1938. Under the supervision 
of the Nationalist Party's Central Executive Committee, it was the Party's highest 
agency in directing peasant and labor movements. Social administration remained in 
the hands of the Ministries of Internal Affairs, and Economics, and the Relief 
Committee. Changes occurred in the Six Plenum of the Fifth Central Committee 
Congress convened in November 1939 in which Jiang Jieshi openly suggested that the 
Party should realize its doctrine and policy through the government. A new Ministry 
of Society placed under the Executive Yuan was therefore established on November 
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16, 1940.33 
A full-fledged Ministry of Society had two basic functions. In the short run, it 
was to strengthen the resistance against the Japanese by sending relief to the refugees 
and the unemployed in the war areas, and organizing and training them. Therefore, 
they would not become financial burdens of the government and hinder the military 
actions. On the contrary, they would be a productive force at the rear. More 
importantly, if the livelihood of these refugees was bad, they might be willing to live 
under the Japanese invaders. In the long run, social administration aimed at perfecting 
social organization, promoting social welfare, developing the economy, and 
accomplishing social reconstruction.^^ It involved a wide range of activities including 
mass organization and training, social movements, social relief, cooperative projects, 
and mass mobilization. These activities, of course, were not new in the millennia of 
Chinese history. But it is the first time that they were systematically organized and 
simultaneously implemented by a single governmental organ specifically devoted to 
social administration in early twentieth-century China. 
Top officials in the Ministry of Society held a positive attitude toward social 
33 Qingmin Chen, “Kangzhan shiqi shehui jiuji de xingzheng guihua yu cuoshf, (The Administrative 
Programs and Measures of Social Welfare during the Sino-Japanese War, 1937-1945), Zhonghua 
minguo shi zhuanti lunwen ji—dier jie taolun hui (Special Essays on History of the Republic of 
China~The Second Conference) (Taipei: Acadmia Historica, 1993), p. 293. 
"Kangzhan liunian lai zhi shezheng (Social Administration in the Six Years of War of Resistance), in 
Qin Xiaoyi ed., Geming wenxian (Revolutionary Documents), V. 96，Kangzhan jianguo shiliao~ 
Shehui jianshe (Historical Materials about Nation-building in the War of Resistance—Social 
Reconstruction), Part 1 (Taipei: Committee of Party History, Central Committee of the Chinese 
Nationalist Party, 1983), p. 15. 
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work and social administration. Xie Zhengfu, who was in charge of the country's 
social welfare, claimed that social welfare, as an integral part of social administration, 
aimed at developing Chinese society through improving social well-being, securing 
social security, and solving social problems. Social service was a branch of social 
welfare and its target was to transform social atmosphere, improve social life, and 
encourage people to serve the public good? 
Gu Zhenggang, the head of the Ministry of Society, concerned himself with the 
training of social workers and social administrators. The Ministry's directions of 
social administration during the war, he concluded, were to formulate a social policy 
in compliance with the Three People's Principles, establish a social work and social 
administration system, and train the necessary personnel. However, Gu found the lack 
of talents in the areas of social work and social administration particularly serious in 
China.36 He once sent his cadres to some brief training sessions run by the government 
and the Nationalist Party, and to Western countries for empirical observation. 
Luo Jialun, chancellor of the Central University, then seized the opportunity to 
attempt to restore the Sociology Department as the training ground for the Ministry of 
35 Zhengfu Xie, "Zhongguo xinxing shehui shiye zhi gongneng yu mudi" (The Functions and Goals of 
the New Social Work in China), "Sanshisan niandu shehui fuli zhi zhongxin gongzuo" (The Focus of 
Social Welfare Work in 1944), "Sanshisi niandu de shehui fiili gongzuo" (Social Welfare Work in 
1945), in Qin Xiaoyi ed., Geming wemian (Revolutionary Documents), V. 100, Shehui jianshe (The 
Journal of Social Reconstruction), Part 5 (Taipei: Committee of Party History, Central Committee of 
the Chinese Nationalist Party, 1984)，p. 3, 7, 12. 
36 Zhenggang Gu, "Sannian lai shehui xingzheng de jige jiben fangzhen" (Several Basic Directions of 
Social Administration in Three Years), in Qin Xiaoyi ed., Geming wewcian (Revolutionary Documents), 
V. 99, Shehui jianshe (The Journal of Social Reconstruction), Part 4, p. 5. 
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Society. On June 30, 1941, Luo wrote to Gu Zhenggang asking the Ministry to extend 
financial assistance to the Department. Enclosed in the letter were six "Methods of 
Cooperation", in which Luo Jialun stated the objective of the Sociology Department. 
It was to "meet the country's urgent demands on specialists in sociology for 
developing social administration". The Ministry of Society would have the priority to 
employ the sociology students upon graduation. However, monetary support from the 
Ministry for the first ten years was necessary to satisfy some special demands in 
sociology teachings. Gu Zhenggang did welcome Luo's proposal with the following 
remarks: "A new Sociology Department in your university to nurture specialists on 
social administration was related to the work of this Ministry. (We) do try our best to 
support it". He promised to grant $20,000 as requested by Luo as the running costs of 
the Department in the first year. But he was uninterested in any kind of cooperation 
between the Ministry and the Department. 
Gu Mengyu, who replaced Luo as the chancellor of the Central University on 
August 8, also felt the urge to set up a Sociology Department. He was anxious 
because social work had been developing for a few years but specialists on social 
administration were far from enough. Thus, well before the financial arrangement by 
the Ministry of Society, and the official sanction from the Ministry of Education were 
secured in late August, Gu hurried to re-establish the Sociology Department in the 
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Faculty of Law. By mid-December, the Department had twenty new students and the 
subsidies from the Ministry of Society arrived. On December 25, 1941, the Ministry 
of Education formally recognized the Sociology Department of the Central University 
on the ground that "it is jointly administered by the Ministry of Society; additional 
expenses are not necessary; teachers and equipment are also well-prepared".^^ 
Little is known about Sun Benwen's role in the incident. Long Guanhai, then 
sociology professor at the Nanjing Arts and Science Girl's College, recalled that the 
Sociology Department was restored because the Ministry of Society and the Chinese 
Sociological Society made the request.^^ As Sun Benwen was one of the important 
leaders in the Society, he might have taken an active role in lobbying the Ministry of 
Education to restore the Department. While acting as the dean of the Normal College 
of the Central University from November 1941, Sun Benwen chaired the Sociology 
Department again in 1942. He had since then led the Department well to the year 
1949. 
An increase in the number of sociology departments in China's universities 
reflected the revival of sociology during the Sino-Japanese War. By 1944, for example, 
the Yunnan University had a Sociology Department newly established and the Daxia 
37 The above two paragraphs are based on the National Central University Archives: "Zhongda 
faxueyuan nei tianshe shehuixuexi" (The Addition of Sociology Department to the Central University's 
Faculty of Law), 648/800, pp. 2-23. 
38 Guanhai Long, "Shehuixue zai zhongguo de diwei yu zhiwu" (The Status and Role of Sociology in 
China), Journal of Sociology, 1 (December 1963): 3-4. 
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University had a combined History-Sociology Department. The Department of Social 
Work and Administration had found its place in the Social Education College while 
Divisions of Social Welfare and Administration, and of Children's Welfare were in 
the Nanjing University and the Nanjing Arts and Science Girl's College respectively. 
Besides, Guizhou University was going to establish a sociology department. After the 
war, in 1947, nine institutions offered sociology courses and twenty-one had 
sociology departments. With the Ministry of Society's sanction, Chinese sociologists 
regained the shelter in the sociology departments in the 1940s. They had to put all 
their hopes on the Ministry. 
4.5 Conclusion 
The Sociology Department of the Central University under the chairmanship of 
Sun Benwen emphasized social relevance and community services. In order to 
enhance social welfare and improve social life, various social researches, social 
surveys and experiments were conducted under his guidance. The Department was 
also a para-social service organization which provided a nursery bed for social 
administration and social work personnel. Sociology students sometimes conducted 
social services as part of their assignments or were simply invited to do so. 
However, Sociology Departments failed to function normally. In the Central 
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University, for instance, the training of sociology students was interrupted twice in the 
1930s. Some students had to leave the Department because they found the subject 
they had studied for years become unimportant. Resources from the government were 
reserved for practical subjects. Research activities and the livelihood of Sun Benwen 
and his colleagues were affected. In short, the morale of both research and learning 
was low. 
The over-emphasis of the education policy on practical application in the 1930s 
was mainly due to the Nationalist leaders' preparation for the war with Japan. Under 
the military threat of the Japanese invasion, the Ministers of Education, Zhu Jiahua 
and Wang Shijie, transferee! the limited resources from humanities and social sciences 
to natural sciences and the practical subjects such as medicine, engineering and 
agriculture. They favored these pragmatic disciplines for their immediate, direct and 
visible effects in strengthening the economy and national defense. 
Later during the Sino-Japanese War, the 1938 "Principle of Nation-building in 
the War of Resistance" once reshaped the education policy. In a war of attrition with 
Japan, the Nationalists saw the need to train all types of specialists not only for 
wartime services but also for post-war social reconstruction. They therefore began to 
develop a more balancing university curriculum. Therefore, natural sciences, 
humanities, and social sciences were repositioned on an equal footing. The Central 
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University's Sociology Department was thus restored in 1941. 
The establishment of the Ministry of Society, which supervised social 
administration, was a catalyst to the restoration of sociology departments in wartime 
China. Owing to the enthusiasm of its leaders, Gu Zhenggang and Xie Zhengfu, it 
created demands for specialists of social work and social administration that 
sociology departments could supply. The stimulus gave rise to many sociology 
departments in China. In fact, without the Ministry's subsidy, Sun Benwen's 
Sociology Department would not have been restored. More about his relations with 
the Ministry will be discussed in the next Chapter. 
In short, the Nationalist government's management of the war crisis with Japan 
brought ups and downs to the Sociology Department at the Central University in the 
1930s and 1940s, all beyond Sun Benwen's control. 
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CHAPTER 5 
LIMITED ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE ACADEMIC SOCIOLOGISTS IN 
REPUBLICAN CHINA 
5.1 Introduction 
Sun Benwen, of course, was only one of the many sociologists in Republican 
China. However, he did represent a group of sociologists who had more or less the 
same educational background, intellectual outlook, and social concerns. Members of 
the Chinese Sociological Society formed that group. They were academic sociologists. 
Here is the Chapter I will try to define Sun Benwen's position among other academic 
sociologists as well as Chinese intellectuals in the Republican period. Since the most 
important thing to distinguish one academic sociologist from another was their 
scholarship, the comparison with Liang Shuming (an intellectual) and Chen Xujing (a 
sociologist) would clarify Sun's position in the intellectual world, i.e. cultural 
eclecticism. However, academic sociologists as a whole were a unified group. A 
comparison of the Chinese Sociological Society and the liberal Independent Critic 
group would identify Sun Benwen's and academic sociologists' political standing. It 
is leamt that they were uncritical of the government and always ready to serve it. 
Upon an understanding of the relations between academic sociologists and the state, 
the assessment of Sun's work would be more convincing. 
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5.2 Sun Benwen's Cultural Eclecticism 
Academic sociologists were characterized by developing a scholarship of their 
own to explain China's situations, and suggest ways to solve her social problems. Sun 
Benwen used the concept of social change to understand the development of human 
society. However, social reconstruction as planned social change, according to Sun, 
was only one side of the coin. Another side was geming (revolution). He warned, "If 
people are not in line with the trend to reform (the society) in order to meet the needs 
of the time, but try to enforce (the old social systems), the masses' hopes will be 
suppressed and cannot be realized. Eventually revolution will break out，，] The main 
cause of revolution in modem China was therefore the incompatibility of the Chinese 
social systems with the needs of the time, that is modernization. 
Reform and revolution seemed to be unreconcilable to most Chinese intellectuals. 
But Sun Benwen successfully put them together in a logical sequence explaining 
China's historical development in the modem period. Revolution was not once and 
for all. Its first stage was destruction in which parts of the established culture were 
abandoned; the second stage however was reconstruction in which all energies would 
be diverted to create a new culture.� If the 1911 Revolution ended up with the collapse 
1 Sun Benwen reasoned that traditional Chinese society had a rather high degree of cultural inertia, 
which resulted in a conservative attitude in each individual towards any social changes. Benwen Sun, 
Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), ed. (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1935), pp. 546-47. 
2 Ibid., p. 547, 600-2. 
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of the imperial system, China since then entered into the second stage. Sun indeed 
longed for the end of Chinese revolution initiated by Dr. Sun Yat-sen. Revolution 
ended when a new culture with the masses' endorsement was established. 
Despite there were many different approaches adopted by modem Chinese 
intellectuals to save their country, the denomination of these proposals was that China 
would no longer be a weak country and would catch up with the West only if her 
cultural problems were solved. Chinese intellectuals were committed to create a new 
culture for China, but they since the late nineteenth-century had been troubled by two 
difficult questions: (1) Which culture was better, Western or Chinese? (2) To what 
extent China should Westernize? Different answers to these questions resulted in 
different proposals. By comparing Sun Benwen's theory of culture with other 
sociologists' and intellectuals', his position in the intellectual community in modem 
China will be shown more clearly. Whether his ideas were compatible with the 
ideology of the Nationalist Party or not would affect his relationship with the 
government. 
Liang Shuming's Cultural Conservatism 
If Sun Benwen as discussed in the previous Chapters favored Westernization, 
Liang Shuming was on the other hand a cultural conservative. During the 1930s, 
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Liang and Yan Yangchu, being the leaders of the Rural Reconstruction Movement, 
initiated to reconstruct the Chinese society by first establishing experimental areas in 
counties such as Zouping, Shandong and Dingxian, Hebei.^ They were restorationists 
who believed that social progress should originate from the Chinese villages where 
traditional customs and moral values were still influential. Success in agriculture 
would give rise to related industrial and commercial activities. While Sun and other 
Chinese sociologists worried about the many rural problems, Liang found only two 
problems in rural society, namely the lack of scientific techniques and collective 
organizational forms. They were, he asserted, products of the cultural crisis in China. 
Xiangyue (village covenant), a traditional Chinese rural community-action and 
mutual-aid institution, was an important organizational form Liang adopted for his 
rural reconstruction. Agricultural associations as the most important collective 
organizational form in Sun's rural program had functions similar to Liang's village 
schools. But the latter also hoped to combine ideas of mass mobilization, political 
participation, and economic development with traditional Chinese ideals of human 
feelings and moral encouragement in small intimate groups."^ In fact, Liang's rural 
reconstruction movement was an indigenous socio-cultural movement. Confucian 
3 For details of Liang Shuming's and Yan Yangchu's theory and practice of the Rural Reconstruction 
Movement in modem China, consult Guy S. Alitto, The Last Confucian: Liang Shuming and the 
Chinese Dilemma of Modernity (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, 1979) 
and Charles W. Hayford, To the People: James Yen and Village China (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1990). 
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ethical relationships and their inner value, that is lixing (rationality), would structure 
all human relations. 
Sun Benwen proposed a Westernized road for China. The only way to promote 
social progress was to adopt the advanced modem Western culture. He was different 
from Liang Shuming in particular because the latter attempted to revive the Chinese 
culture rather than the Western culture, and wanted to delay industrialization and 
urbanization in China. Sun however had a sense of urgency and considered the 
educational process and economic development in Zouping rather slow.^ Yet, Sun 
recognized one important contribution of the Rural Reconstruction Movement: 
although it emphasized education, it also paid attention to improve the political, 
economic, and social conditions in the rural areas.^ The main task of rural work on 
Sun's agenda was therefore to solve the rural problems in the four big areas, i.e., 
economic conditions, education, public health, and collective organizations. So, his 
idea that human society was a dynamic and inter-related wholeness would not allow 
him to only pursue a "rural based" civilization, which Liang was trying to establish in 
4 Guy S. Alitto, The Last Confucian: Liang Shuming and the Chinese Dilemma of Modernity, p. 248. 
5 Nonetheless, Sun Benwen did understand that it was uneasy to promote rural reconstruction in China. 
He sympathized Liang Shuming and Yan Yangchu. He found the drive toward rural reconstruction in 
Zouping was not strong enough because Liang and other leaders had spent most of their energies on 
training cadres. On the other hand, Yan were facing four big difficulties in the areas of leadership, 
capital, social environment as well as time constraint. Benwen Sun, Xiandai Zhongguo shehuiwenti 
(Social Problems in Modem China)(hereafter SPMC), v. 3, Nongcun wenti (Rural Problems), ed. 
(Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1948), p. 93. 
6 For the purpose of "eliminating illiteracy, producing new citizens" for China, Yan Yangchu's major 
achievement was to launch an educational campaign in Dingxian. To rid the four weaknesses of the 
Chinese nation (poverty, ignorance, disease, and selfishness), Yan put forward four kinds of education, 
namely economic education, liberal education, health education, and civil education. 
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China. As Sun boldly claimed, "The most obvious and imperative objective of social 
improvement in our country at this time was to pursue modernization for whole 
society. Rural reconstruction, in theory, was only one aspect of the whole society's 
modernization，，？ 
Chen Xujing,s Wholesale Westernization 
However, a radical emphasis on large-scale and urban-oriented technological 
modernization was sharply articulated by Chen Xujing, who had taught sociology at 
the Lingnan University in Guangdong before 1949. In the introduction of his book 
Zhongguo wenhua de chulu published in 1934, he classified those who were 
committed to save China through studying Chinese and Western cultures into three 
groups. The first group suggested that China should adopt all of the Western culture; 
the second group preferred a return to the established Chinese culture; the third group 
chose a mid-way between the Western and Chinese culture.^ Chen himself was the 
leader of the first group in the 1930s. The reasons why he suggested wholesale 
Westernization in China are simple. He asserted that "modem European culture was 
actually more advanced than our culture; modem Western culture, whether we like it 
7 SPMC, V. 3, Nongcun wenti (Rural Problems), p. 92. 
8 Xujing Chen, Zhongguo wenhua de chulu (The New Way of Chinese Culture) (reprint. Taipei: 
Cowboy Publishing, 1977, p. 1. 
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or not, was the trend of the present time’，.9 In the respect of material culture, both 
Chen and Sun Benwen admired the West. They agreed that Western science, 
technology and machines were crucial in improving Chinese people's material life. 
But Chen went so far that he was dissatisfied with using Western things only. 
Wholesale Westernization that ended up with producing the material objects, Chen 
insisted, would enable China to adapt herself to the trend of the modem world. On the 
other hand, Chinese culture would play no role in his reform program. Chen did 
criticize Sun as the latter saw the merits of Chinese culture, and wanted to preserve 
them.io 
In fact, Sun Benwen did not suggest wholesale Westernization in China. His 
study of individual social problems has already implied that there were no 
j 
fundamental defects in Chinese culture that were detrimental to society. The problems 
were only deviations from normal conditions. China's backwardness in science, for 
example, had nothing to do with the absence of necessary spirit and methods, but the 
focus of academic research was different between Chinese and Western academics. 
Many Chinese scholars exhausted their energy to study the human mind rather than 
the natural world.^ ^ Sun was committed to the defense of Chinese culture. He thought 
that Chinese culture, especially its non-material part, was at least comparable, if not 
9 Ibid., p. 98. 
10 Ibid., p. 59. 
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superior, to Western culture. The Chinese culture with five-thousand years of history 
demonstrated that the Chinese were as capable as the Westerners in building their own 
civilization. Sun also wanted to maintain some traditional moral values. It is no doubt 
that he still appreciated Chinese culture. "The cultural establishments in the (Chinese) 
past ranked first in the universe," he declared.^^ He reminded the youth to glorify the 
Chinese past because China had a long history, a unique culture, and she was a huge 
nation” 
Sun Benwen's Cultural Eclecticism 
Moreover, Chinese culture had more than a historical position in Sun Benwen's 
mind. Unlike Chen Xujing, Sun insisted that traditional Chinese culture played a role 
in the current effort of modernization. It facilitated the diffusion of Western culture in 
China because the Chinese people were trained to accept any kind of new ideas. Sun 
claimed, "The Chinese nation are humble and sincere to accept new things. They 
easily discover other nations' strong points, and are pleased to adopt their merits”. 
Besides Western culture, the solutions of social problems put forward by Sun Benwen 
often carried some important components of the Chinese culture. His discussion of the 
11 SPMC, V. 2, Renhou wenti (Population Problems) (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1946), p. 241. 
12 Ibid., p. 239. 
13 Benwen Sun, "Qingnian yu shehui" (The Youth and Society), Shehuixue kan (The Journal of 
Sociology), 5 ,2 (1935): 105-6. 
14 Benwen Sun, Shehui bianqian (Social Change) (Shanghai: Shijie shuju, 1929), pp. 58-9. 
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problems of family system in China best illustrated this point. 
Sun Benwen was concerned about the organizational forms of the Chinese 
family in modem times. He saw no points to revive the decaying big family system as 
it had too many disadvantages. Quarrels and conflicts between family members, he 
believed, were more likely to happen in big family. Neither was he satisfied with 
modeling after the Western small family system only. He thought the small family 
system had little chance to be successfully integrated with the established Chinese 
social system because changes of the family system would require changes of other 
systems. He had to make a balance. 
Consequently, Sun Benwen put forth a new family system which he called the 
"System of Living with Close Relatives，，.The basic unit of family would be a core 
family (comprising parents and their children) as in the West. But Sun allowed the 
expansion of family to include all other close relatives—grandparents, grandsons and 
granddaughters—who would contribute to its continuation. Thus, a family could 
comprise three or four generations. Other relatives should live away from the family 
though their relations with the core family members would continue to be maintained. 
As the center in the family, parents would make decisions on all important matters 
and take the lead to implement decisions. But Sun did not want to restore parents' 
•5 SPMC, V. \,Jiazu wenti (Family Problems), 3犷」ed. (Chongqing: Commercial Press, 1945), p. 115. 
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unlimited power in the old Chinese family system. Therefore, he suggested that 
parents should ask their seniors for opinions before making any decisions. Equality 
and reason should be the guiding principles over the relationships between husband 
and wife, parents and their children. There is no doubt that Sun Benwen's System of 
Living with Close Relatives was a compromise of the Chinese and Western culture. 
While some fundamental principles of the Chinese family system such as filial piety 
and paternalism remained i m t o u c h e c P , Western liberal and democratic ideas and 
practices were introduced to make the family life run smoothly. According to Sun, a 
"suitable" family size would function more effectively to lengthen the life span of a 
race, and increase affective satisfaction among family m e m b e r s . 
Sun Benwen represented some academic sociologists who regarded Chinese and 
Western cultures as equally important in constituting a new culture. Cultural 
eclecticism advocated to adopt the strong points of Chinese and Western cultures, and 
avoid the weaknesses of both cultures in creating the new Chinese culture. ^ ^ Cultural 
eclecticism, if not openly accepted by the Nationalist government, was not 
16 Sun Benwen has identified four advantages of the Chinese family system that contributed to its 
existence and continuation. They were a complex and delicate relationship, the spirit of mutual 
assistance, the emphasis on moral values, and the power of sanction. Ibid., pp. 80-2. 
Ibid., p. 118. 
18 Wu Jingchao suggested three tasks that should be done immediately by those who favored cultural 
eclecticism: (1) they should "specifically" identify which parts of the Chinese culture still had the 
energy to adapt to the environment, and therefore should be maintained; (2) they should identify which 
parts of the Western culture China should and could adopt; (3) they should create a new culture to adapt 
to the new environment or meet new needs. Jingchao Wu, "Jianshe wenti yu dongxi wenhua" 
(Reconstruction Problems and the East-West Culture), Duli pinglun (Independent Critics), 139 
(February 24, 1935): 6. 
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contradictory to its attitude toward the two cultures. As pointed out in Chapter 4, the 
education policy for academic research and higher education before the Sino-Japanese 
War emphasized practical application. In fact, academic subjects like medicine and 
engineering were imported from the West. On the other hand, the Nationalists were 
not supporters of wholesale Westernization. The New Life Movement, for example, 
launched by the government in 1934 attempted to strengthen the traditional Chinese 
moral values and social customs among the people. The more balanced university 
curriculum since 1938 which comprised natural sciences, humanities and social 
sciences also reflected the government's impartiality on Chinese and Western cultures. 
Cultural eclecticism might be too abstract and complex but it was close to the 
government's cultural attitude. 
Sun Benwen and other academic sociologists recognized that their mission at the 
time was to put all their energies to sociological research. In an article jointly 
published by fourteen sociologists, including Sun, they suggested that sociologists 
should combine academic research and social administration into one single 
wholeness. 19 Gu Zhenggang later also accepted that "since the Ministry of Society 
was established, the objective had been to integrate academic research and 
19 Benwen Sun, Da Chen, et al, "Women duiyu shehuixingzheng de yijian" (Our Opinions Toward 
Social Administration), Zhang Hongjun ed., Shehuixingzheng gailun (A General Discussion on Social 
Administration) (Unknown publication place: Zhongguo wenhua fliwu she, 1935), p. 7. 
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administration".^® 
5.3 Academic Sociologists in the Chinese Sociological Society 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, Sun Benwen was anxious to seek the leadership from 
the Nationalist government for China's modernization. The government could make 
laws so that the implementation of very large-scale reconstruction projects was 
guaranteed. Moreover, education and propaganda were important ways to alter 
people's attitude to the extent that they would support social reconstruction. Whether 
reconstruction was successful or not, Sun added, relied on the existence of talented 
personnel, reliable monetary sources, careful planning, and sound organization.^^ It is 
very clear that he entrusted the task of China's social reconstruction to the Nationalist 
government. 
The Liberal Independent Critic Group 
Sun Benwen's reliance upon the government to help realize his ideas of social 
reconstruction in China, of course, was not unique. Already in the early 1920s, 
Chinese liberals considered state interference in the economy necessary for China. 
2° "Zhongguo shehuixueshe jishi" (A Record of the Chinese Sociological Society), Shehuixue kan (The 
Journal of Sociology), 6 (April 1948): 64. 
21 Benwen Sun, "Guanyu shehuijianshe de jige jiben wenti" (Several Basic Questions Related to Social 
Reconstruction), Shehuixue kan (The Journal of Sociology), 5, 1 (January 20, 1936): 43-4. 
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The most influential figures taking this position were members of the Independent 
Critic {Duli pinglun) group.^^ The periodical Duli pinglun was published in 1932 by 
liberals such as Hu Shi, Jiang Tingfii and Ding Wenjiang to express their views on 
national affairs. Hu Shi and his liberal friends suggested state planning of the 
economy. They seemed to be inspired by some Western countries and the Soviet 
Union where strong nation-states sponsored modernization programs. 
The Independent Critic group was anxious to affect the policies of the Nationalist 
government. The preface in the first volume of Duli pinglun stressed that the group 
would not follow the line of the authorities. It says: "We call this printed material Duli 
pinglun because we want to maintain the independent spirit forever. (We) would not 
associate ourselves with any party or group, and would not blindly follow any 
prejudice. We would use responsible words to express what each of us thinks—this is 
independent spirit.,，��Having received education in the West, members of this group 
were disciples of the Western values of democracy, civil rights, humanism, and 
scientific thinking. It is not strange that the liberals were very much dissatisfied with 
the state of affairs in China. During the years before the Sino-Japanese War, criticisms 
22 From the first day, they were critical of the nativist and small-scale approach of the Rural 
Reconstruction Movement. They regarded modem Western science and technology, and large-scale 
urban industrialization as the basic solutions to China's rural problems. In the debates with Liang 
Shuming, sociologists like Wu Jingchao and Chen Xujing lent their support to the liberals. Wu, in 
particular, was an active member of the Independent Critic group. See Leo Douw, "Chinese Rural 
Sociology in the 1930s: On the Acculturation of Social Scientists' Political Attitudes," Kurt Werner 
Radtke and Tony Saich ed., China's Modernization: Westernization and Acculturation (Stuttgart: 
Steiner, 1993), pp. 93-100. 
23 Duli pinglun (Independent Critics), 1 (May 22, 1932), Introduction, p. 2. 
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of the Nationalist government over internal politics and foreign policies were easily 
found in Duli pinglun. 
Leaders of the Independent Critic group attempted to motivate changes of 
government policy by creating public opinion. For instance, they criticized Zhang 
Xueliang's non-resistant policy against the Japanese in the northeastern part of China 
after the Mukden Incident in September 1931. As the Japanese invasion to north 
China accelerated in the mid-1930s, the liberals responded quickly. Some like Hu Shi 
and Jiang Tingfii suggested that the government should undertake a long-term 
preparatory program to increase national strength before seeking to recover the lost 
territories from the Japanese. Fu Sinian and Ding Wenjiang however urged the 
government to resist the Japanese immediately.24 The liberals were very vocal about 
politics. 
The Chinese Sociological Society 
In fact, there was a high degree of compatibility between the Chinese 
Sociological Society^^ of which Sun Benwen was one of the founders, and the 
24 Minghuang Shao, "Bi mo bao guo: Zhanqian Duli pinglun xueren de youguo qinghuai yu yuwu 
zhuzhang" (Save the Country by Writings: The Duli pinglun Group's Patriotism and Strategies Against 
the Enemy Before the War), Lishiyuekan (Historical Monthly), 7 (July 5, 1997): 35-6. 
25 The Chinese Sociological Society expanded from an earlier regional sociological organization called 
the Southeastern Sociological Society, which was founded in Shanghai in 1928. Wu Zelin explained 
why he and his friends organized such a sociological organization. Wu recalled, "To facilitate academic 
communications and exchange experiences in teaching, as well as to create favorable circumstances for 
establishing a national sociological society on the one hand; also to leam for the examples of 
sociological societies in America on the other, Sun Benwen, Wu Jingchao, Yan Xinzhe, Ke Xiangfeng, 
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Independent Critic group. Having the same Western educational background, 
members of these two groups admired Western science. Moreover, they were 
reformers in nature. Hu Shi's approach to China's social problems was similar to that 
of academic sociologists'. In the debate with the Marxists, he insisted to use gradual, 
piece-meal, and step-by-step hard work to solve China's problems. The two groups 
had close intellectual positions. 
The main difference between the Independent Critic group and the Chinese 
Sociological Society was that the latter was non-political in nature. In the second 
annual meeting of the Society in 1932, Sun Benwen, as the President, defined it as a 
pure academic organization.^^ Earlier in the inauguration ceremony, he claimed that 
the founding of the Chinese Sociological Society was a milestone in the development 
of Chinese sociology. "Since the Chinese Sociological Society was established, the 
whole country's sociologists are able to join together to study sociological theories, 
understand social conditions, and discuss social problems. Chinese sociology then 
Long Guanhai, Huang Wenshan, Qian Zhenya, Ying Chengyi, Fan Dingjiu and I initiated to 
organize the Southeastern Sociological Society". Zeiin Wu, "Yi kangzhan qian Hu-Ning yidai 
shehuixue de fazhan" (Reminiscences on the Development of Sociology in the Shanghai and Nanjing 
Areas Before the Anti-Japanese War), Shehui (Society), 3, 4 (August 20, 1983): 41. No sooner the 
sociologists in Nanjing and Shanghai had their own organization, than some Beiping sociologists 
including Yang Kaidao, Xu Shilian, Tao Menghe and Chen Da proposed to establish a national 
sociological organization. With Qian Zhenya and Wu Zelin's support, the Chinese Sociological Society 
was formally established in 1930. At that time, it had 66 members. Then, it increased to 132 in January 
1943 and 160 in September 1947. Miaofa Xu, "Jiu Zhongguo de shehuixue tuanti" (Sociological 
Organizations in Old China), Shehui (Society), 3, 4 (August 20, 1983): 42. 
26 See Sun Benwen's report in the meeting. "Zhongguo shehuixueshe dierjie nianhui jishi" (A Record 
of the Second Annual Meeting of the Chinese Sociological Society), Shehuixue kan (The Journal of 
Sociology), 3, 4 (April 1933): 6. 
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enters a new era,” Sun declared.^^ The Constitution of the Society put his ideas in 
black and white. 
Main Tasks of the Chinese Sociological Society 
(1) to study sociological theories; 
(2) to discuss social problems; 
(3) to conduct social surveys; 
(4) to promote social work; 
(5) to publish sociological periodicals; 
(6) to translate books in sociology; 
(7) to arrange seminars in sociology; 
(8) to establish sociological libraries. 
(Source: "Zhongguo shehuixueshe jishi" (A Record of the Chinese Sociological 
Society), Shehuixue kan (The Journal of Sociology), 2, 2, (March 1931): 7.) 
In fact, the main activities of the nine "annual" meetings between 1930 and 1949 were 
academic in nature. Members either read out their papers in the manner as in 
academic conferences or dealt with some matters related to the administration of the 
Society. 
27 Benwen Sun, "Zhongguo shehuixue zhi guoqu, xianzai ji jianglai" (The Past, Present and Future of 
Chinese Sociology), Chinese Sociological Society ed., Zhongguo renhou wenti (The Chinese 
Population Problems) (Shanghai: Shijie shuju, 1930), p. 17. 
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The Dates, Venues and Titles of the Annual Meetings Before 1949 
Meetings Dates Venues Titles 
Inauguration Feb. 8-9, 1930 Shanghai 
First Dec. 29-31, 1930 Nanjing Population Problems in 
China 
Second Sep. 1-4, 1932 Beiping Family Sociology 
Third 1933 Nanjing 
Fourth 1934 Beiping 
Fifth Apr. 2-3, 1935 Nanjing Social Planning 
Sixth Jan. 6-7, 1937 Shanghai 
Seventh Feb. 1-2, 1943 Chongqing, Post-war Social 
Kunming, Reconstruction 
Chengdu 
Eighth Oct. 1-2, 1947 Nanjing, 
Beiping, 
Chengdu, 
Oct. 26, 1947 Guangzhou 
Ninth Oct. 1-2, 1948 Nanjing, Sociology in the Past 
Beiping, Twenty Years 
Chengdu, 
Guangzhou 
(Source: Zhongxing Sun, “Yi jiu si jiu nian yi qian de Zhongguo shehuixueshe ji qi 
hexin renwu" (The Pre-1949 Chinese Sociological Society and Its Key Figures), 
Zhongguo shehuixue kan (The Chinese Journal of Sociology), 15, (December 1991): 
128-32.) 
However, it should be noted that even an academic organization such as the 
Chinese Sociological Society had implicit political orientation. In theory, it accepted 
the status quo and indirectly endorsed the political leadership of the Nationalist 
government. In practice, although most academic sociologists, like the liberals, had 
received education in Western liberal-democratic countries, they were not critical of 
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the government. Rather, they favored cooperation. Sun Benwen himself did not write 
any words against the government. Under his leadership, one of the two missions of 
the Society was to study the chaos of Chinese society and the problems in real life. He 
hoped the Society would provide suggestions of China's social reconstruction, and 
make contributions to the state and society.^^ Sun was clear that their suggestions 
would be noticed only if a cordial relationship was established with the government. 
Nonetheless, not all social reformers in China were willing to rely on the 
government for leading social reconstruction. The initiators of the Rural 
Reconstruction Movement tended to reject government intervention in their activities 
in the Chinese countryside. Yan Yangchu criticized Nationalist rural work, carried out 
under military rule, as formalistic, authoritarian, and ineffectual.^^ Liang Shuming, in 
particular, wanted to separate rural reconstruction from politics. To him, government 
by its nature was an obstacle to rural reconstruction. He warned that unless China's 
cultural crisis was over, any new seizure of political power would lead to another 
period of conflicts and social disorder. Therefore, Liang's conclusion was: "Rural 
reconstruction itself must never take power and it must never allow itself to be 
controlled by the government”，Liang was dissatisfied with the Nationalist 
28 Sun Benwen expressed this hope in the second annual meeting of the Society on September 4, 1932. 
"Zhongguo shehuixueshe dierjie nianhui jishi" (A Record of the Second Annual Meeting of the 
Chinese Sociological Society), p. 4. 
29 Charles W. Hayford, To the People: James Yen and Village China, p. 153. 
Guy S. Alitto, The Last Confucian: Liang Shuming and the Chinese Dilemma of Modernity, p. 205. 
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government because it had all the defects of bureaucratism. It was an unsound and 
corrupt regime in his eyes. The Guomindang had "lost its ideals", and it was 
"divorced from the masses and had betrayed the masses".^^ Fearing Nanjing would 
increase control over the localities, Liang opposed the 1927-1929 regulations for local 
self-government.^^ Yan and Liang preferred rural reconstruction which began at the 
"village level" but the government favored a "top-down" approach. 
Alienation from the government resulted in failures of social reform. Repression 
of the rural reconstruction movement occurred in Henan and Zhejiang provinces in 
the fall of 1930. The Henan Village Government Academy was forced to close down. 
Jiang Jieshi was alleged to have personally ordered Tao Xingzhi's arrest and 
abolished the famous Xiaozhuang Normal School. The CC Clique in the Nanjing 
government however set up experimental counties under its control in Jiangning, 
Jiangsu and Lanqi, Zhejiang. These attempts were intended to destroy the power base 
of the gentry, and reestablish Guomindang's power in rural administration.^^ 
Members of the Chinese Sociological Society leamt the lesson that their 
proposals of social reconstruction should be in line with the government's policy. Sun 
Benwen, for example, openly supported the New Life Movement and the baojia 
system. The New Life Movement was launched by the Nationalist government in the 
Ibid., p. 204. 
Ibid., p. 233. 
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early 1930s to revitalize the population morally and spiritually, and mobilize the 
masses behind the government. The Movement combined traditional Confucian 
doctrines, Christian ethics, and military ideals into a system of thought. These ideas, it 
was claimed, would create a revitalized, socially conscious, and obedient population 
ready to work and sacrifice for the nation. Anxious to remedy the inertia of Chinese 
non-material culture which, according to Sun, was the origin of China's social 
problems in modem times, he appreciated Jiang Jieshi's efforts in transforming social 
customs. He asserted, "The aim of the New Life Movement initiated by Jiang Jieshi is 
to transform people's habits in social life and revive the old morality so that they can 
adapt themselves to the time and the environment. The Movement sets the standards 
for other reforms in social customs’，.34 On the other hand, the haojia system, in which 
households were grouped under hao and jia, was introduced by the government in 
June 1936. Sun took it as a major step to achieve self-autonomy and self-defense in 
rural areas. He was on the side of the Nationalist government. Academic sociologists 
such as Sun Benwen broke their promise to remain pure academics standing aloof 
from politics. 
If possible, they were willing to participate in the formulation of social policies 
and programs of the government. They had faith in the applicability of sociology to 
33 Ibid., pp. 236-37. 
34 SPMC, V. 4，Laogong wenti (Labor Problems), ed. (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1948), p. 130. 
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solve China's social problems. They had plans in their mind to reconstruct the society. 
Sun Benwen had served in the Nationalist government. From May 1930 to March 
1932, he acted as the head of the higher education division in the Ministry of 
Education.35 He was often invited by the central Guomindang organizations to give 
lectures in the training courses for military and political officers. From October 1940, 
he was a member of the Social Administrative Planning Committee of the Ministry of 
Society. And he was also a committee member of the Examination Yuan in 1941.^ ^ 
Sun knew well that personal influences on policy making sometimes were more 
influential in China than in other places. Through the connection with Chen Lifli and 
Chen Bulei, he joined the Chinese Nationalist Party in June 1931 
As a part-time editor of the series "Problems of Bandits and Disasters from the 
Last Month" in the monthly Current Events (Shishi yuebao) published between 1932 
and 1934, Sun Benwen's pro-Guomindang political position was clear. Usually, one 
part of the essay described the consequences of natural disasters throughout China; 
another part reported the military campaigns against the Chinese Communists in 
Henan, Hubei, Anhui, Jiangxi, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shaanxi and Sichuan provinces. The 
35 Sun Benwen might quit the job as early as in 1931. Shude Chen, "Sun Benwen he Shehuixue yuanli" 
(Sun Benwen and The Principles of Sociology), Du Shu, 3 (March 1984): 145. 
36 Guoxuan Guan, "Sun Benwen (1892-1979)", Zhuanji wenxue (Biographical Literature), 75, 1 (July 
1999): 127; Xianzhen Ma, "Sun Benwen," Ruping Yan & Zhiwen Zong ed., Minguo renwu zhuan (The 
Biography of Figures in the Chinese Republic), v. 5 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1986), p. 334. 
37 Guoxuan Guan, "Sun Benwen (1892-1979)": 127. 
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38 following statements vividly demonstrate how anti-Communist Sun Benwen was. 
The red bandits (Chinese Communists) are not engaged in production but destruction. The 
mechanism of production in society is completely destroyed. All bandit soldiers do not 
wear clothes and are always in hunger. The bandits such as Zhu (De) and Mao (Zedong) 
are disintegrating. If (we) can encircle them tightly and stop their food supply, they will 
die themselves, not being killed by others. 
Sun's colleagues in the Chinese Sociological Society also had a chance to serve 
the Ministry of Social Affairs. They seemed to be responsible for the formulation of 
the Four Social Policies (policy toward the preservation of minority groups; policy 
toward peasants; labor policy, and social service policy) in 1945.39 Yan Xinzhe 
claimed that he was a committee member of the Social Administrative Planning 
Committee, and the Population Studies Committee of the Ministry of Socie ty . In 
spring 1944, the Chinese Sociological Society joined the Ministry to publish the 
monthly Shehui jianshe (The Journal of Social Reconstruction). Sun Benwen was the 
chief editor and standing committee member of the monthly. It aimed at introducing 
theories and practices related to social problems, social administration, social work, 
and social reconstruction. Chinese intellectuals seemed to have a tradition to equip 
themselves for the task to serve their country. 
Other intellectuals hardly became reliable partners of the Nationalist government. 
38 Benwen Sun, "Wu sheng yanmi fengsuo feiqu" (Strictly Encircling the Bandit Areas in Five 
Provinces), Shishiyuebao (Current Events), 9, 3 (September 1933): 103. 
39 Yeo-chi King and Tse-sang Wang, "The Development and Death of Chinese Academic Sociology: A 
Chapter in the Sociology of Sociology," Modern Asian Studies, 12, 1 (1978): 42. 
4�Xinzhe Yan, "Yan Xinzhe zizhuan" (A Self-biography of Yan Xinzhe), Jinyang xuekan (The Journal 
ofJinyang), 4 (July, 1982): 74. 
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The Marxist sociologists were prohibited by the government to teach in universities 
because they disseminated Marxism and socialism in China under the guise of 
sociology. As mentioned earlier, the establishments of the rural reconstruction 
movement were crushed by the government. They were seen as shaking the 
government's political power in the rural areas. On the other hand, the relations 
between the liberals and the government were unstable. Although Hu Shi and his 
friends were invited by the government as advisors, their critical attitude toward its 
policies sometimes must have brought tensions to the relations. 
A characteristic of academic sociologists was that they maintained a cordial 
relationship with the Nationalist government. Although they acknowledged the ideas 
of liberalism and democracy, they remained uncritical of the government. They either 
accepted or supported existing government policies. However, they were anxious to 
put forth their proposals of social reconstruction to the government. If necessary, they 
did not refuse to participate in the policy-making process in the government. It is 
therefore natural to think that such a harmonious relationship between academic 
sociologists and the government would result in great achievements on the part of 
sociologists. However, the case of Sun Benwen shows that he did not achieve miich.4i 
41 After the end of Sino-Japanese War in 1945, Chinese sociologists' zeal in politics reached its climax. 
Many joined the political movements demanding for democracy, financial reform, and the end of civil 
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5.4 Limited Achievements of the Sociology Department 
As pointed out in Chapter 4，the call for nation-building during the war of 
resistance against Japan and the establishment of the Ministry of Society resulted in 
the revival of sociology during and after the Sino-Japanese War, 1937-1945. 
Reminiscent to intellectual blossoming during the Warring-States period in ancient 
China, according to Francis L. K. Hsu, there were at least three centers of sociological 
research in wartime China. The first one was in the West China area, more 
particularly in Chengdu, Sichuan province; the second center was in the Kunming 
area where the Institute of Sociological Research under Wu Wenzao was committed to 
undertake community studies in China; the third center was in Chongqing area, where 
the Academia Sinica and the National Central University were important 
institutions."^^ Sun and his friends in the Chinese Sociological Society were more 
interested than ever to study social work and social administration during that period. 
Sun Benwen ascribed the growth to the stimuli generated by the Ministry of Society/^ 
The definition and relationship between social work and social administration 
war. Two famous sociologists, Fei Xiaotong and Pan Guangdan, were amongst the activists. 
42 Francis L. K. Hsu, "Sociological Research in China," Quarterly Bulletin of Chinese Bibliography, 
(New Series), 4, 1-4 (March-December, 1944): 18. 
43 Sun Benwen argued that the quantity of sociological works on social work and social administration 
had increased. Twenty-five out of 316 important sociological works were of this category. Among these 
twenty-five, twenty were published between the years 1942 and 1948. Long Guanhai, a Nanjing 
sociologist of the time, later also acknowledged the encouragement from the Ministry of Society. 
Guanhai Long, "Shehuixue zai Zhongguo de diwei yu zhiwu" (The Status and Role of Sociology in 
China), Journal of Sociology, 1 (December 1963): 3. 
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were clearly drawn by Sun Benwen.44 Social work was a general term for the efforts 
made by public and private organizations to rid people's pain and enhance their 
happiness in life. On the other hand, the administration to promote social work was 
social administration. Social administration mainly referred to the work done by the 
government to administer the cause of social work. Making social policies, training 
the officials, enacting social laws, planning social reconstruction as well as founding 
the institutions of social administration were all the government's responsibilit ies.45 In 
a word, social administration was aimed at achieving social progress and better 
livelihood through practicing social work. 
Under the leadership of Gu Zhenggang, the Ministry of Society now was obliged 
to promote social welfare rather than treating it as a charity. To encourage more 
private undertakings in social welfare, the Ministry in August 1941 announced the 
Preliminary Measures to Encourage Social Welfare Projects. Private or governmental 
undertakings were eligible to receive financial subsides from the Ministry on 
condition that they could meet the needs of society or of the war. In 1942, at least 
forty types of organization, including sociology departments of many universities, 
44 Sun Benwen claimed that the Chinese term shehuishiye in Britain was often referred to social service 
while it was called social work in America. Since he had an American educational background, he 
might prefer to translate shehuishiye as social work. Benwen Sun, "Shehuixue yu shehuixingzheng" 
(Sociology and Social Administration), Shehui jianshe (The Journal of Social Reconstruction), 1, 1 
(July, 1944): 5. 
45 Ibid. 
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were under the auspices of this s ubs idy， 
As early as in 1942, the Ministry of Society regularized the program of financial 
assistance to university sociology departments. The “Preliminary Measures of the 
Ministry of Society to Subsidize Social Administrative Research and Training in 
Universities" was proclaimed on April 17, 1942. Summaries of the more important 
articles are as f o l l o w s 
Article One This program is to subsidize China's universities or independent colleges to 
train specialists in social administration, and conduct social surveys and 
researches; 
Article Two This program applies to those universities which already have offered social 
administration courses, and have full-time professors and abundant equipment; 
Article Four The subsidies should be first used to pay the salaries and allowances for the 
professors teaching social administration, and grant rewards to good students, 
and conduct surveys and researches; 
Article Five This Ministry can invite the institutions that receive the subsidies to conduct 
social surveys and research designs on behalf of it, and submit reports to it 
regularly; 
Article Six This Ministry can exchange relevant books and materials with the institutions 
that receive the subsidies, and invite them to send professors to help the 
Ministry to train social workers. 
Sun Benwen and his friends saw the establishment of the Ministry of Society as a 
golden opportunity to promote sociology in China. Since the Ministry would create 
heavy demands for social workers and social administrators. For the sake of sociology 
46 "Shehuibu gongzuo baogao~shehuibu shizheng baogao" (The Working Report of the Ministry of 
Socie tyPol icy Address by the Ministry of Society) in Qin Xiaoyi ed., Geming wewcian 
(Revolutionary Documents), V. 98，Shehui jianshe (The Journal of Social Reconstruction), Part 3 
(1984)，pp. 409-10. 
47 "Shehuibu buzhu ge daxue shehuixingzheng yanjiu xunlian zanxing banfa" (Preliminary Measures of 
the Ministry of Society to Subsidize Social Administrative Research and Training in the Universities), 
The National Central University Archives (hereafter NCU), 648/800, pp. 45-58. 
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students' career prospects, Sun sensed the need to train a large number of personnel of 
this kind.48 
In order to fulfil the requirements of the Preliminary Measures and cope with the 
need of social administration, Sun Benwen was prepared to reform the syllabus of the 
Sociology Department of National Central University. The University then sent a 
letter to ask for the Ministry of Education's permission to change the sociology 
syllabus. Changes were needed on the ground that "the syllabus of the (Sociology) 
Department has been tied closely with social administration since the Ministry of 
Society was established”.49 All courses should be adjusted to meet the new needs. The 
request was soon approved by the Ministry of Education to be effected in the 
academic year of 1943. Unfortunately, Sun Benwen's blueprint is unavailable now but 
it must have been largely reflected in the new sociology syllabus drawn up a year later 
by the Ministry of Education. A Social Administrative Division was added to the 
Sociology Department. The program was composed of the following compulsory 
courses: 
48 Benwen Sun, "Wanjin Zhongguo shehuixue fazhan de quxiang" (The Recent Trend in the 
Development of Chinese Sociology), Shehuixue kan (The Journal of Sociology), 6 (April, 1948): 48. 
49 Ibid., pp. 59-65. 
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Compulsory Sociology Courses in Chinese Universities, 1944 
Course Titles Credits  
Sociology 6 
Statistics 6 
Social Psychology ^  
Social System 6 
Social Survey  
Social Work and Administration 6 
History of Social Ideas 6 
Anthropology ^  
Rural Sociology  
Urban Sociology  
Social Problems in China 6 
History of Chinese Social System 3 
Study of Chinese Social Ideas ^  
Modem Sociological Theory 6 
Graduation Thesis ^  
(Source: Benwen Sun, Dangdai Zhongguo shehuixue (Contemporary Chinese 
Sociology), (Shanghai: Shengli chuban gongsi, 1948), pp. 226-28.) 
The national government consequently agreed to finance the training of students 
for social work and social administration at the Central University. For an 
undergraduate course entitled Social Survey and Statistics, Sun Benwen in March 
1944 proposed to set up a social service experimental area in Shiqiaopu town, located 
in the seventeenth district of the Chongqing capital.^ ® However, as Shiqiaopu was too 
far away from the University, and might incur difficulties in providing services, the 
location of the experimental area was changed to Zhongdukou in Shapingba near the 
University in December.^^ Fifteen third-year sociology students led by a professor 
would have a golden opportunity to leam outside the classroom. Served as a social 
5° "Shehuixuexi shezhi shehuifuwu shiyanqu de youguan wenshu (1944-1946)" (Documents Related to 
the Establishment of Social Service Experimental Area by the Sociology Department (1944-1946)), 
NCU, 648/2474, pp. 5-19. 
51 Ibid., pp. 45-47. 
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laboratory for the students to practise and experiment social services, the area would 
provide five types of services in such areas as culture, economy, public relief, living 
advice, and personnel consultation. The following work would be done to propagate 
students' work and educate the people there 
(1) Wall-poster display (2) Books and newspapers reading (3) Public lectures 
(4) Letters writing (5) Legal advice (6) Medical advice (7) Funfairs 
(8) Exhibitions (9) New Life Movement (10) Mass education 
Sun hoped this course would "increase the students' experience in doing surveys" and 
"give the students an opportunity to practise social services". Troubled by 
expenditures in the experimental area, he suggested the University should take up the 
opening costs of $15,000 while the Ministry of Society should subsidize the annual 
running costs of $36,000. The University from the start supported Sun's work but 
refused to bear the opening costs. Eventually, on April 27, the Ministry of Society 
agreed to bear all the costs, thus turning Sun's ideas into reality.^^ 
However, after the Zhongdukou program ended in 1946, the Ministry was unable 
to launch new projects. Gu Zhenggang did accept the failure of the Ministry of 
Society when he spoke before the eighth annual meeting of the Chinese Sociological 
Society in October 1947 and said, "(The Ministry) was unable to finance any new 
52 Ibid., pp. 53-56. 
“ T h e teachers in charge of the social service experimental area were Sun Benwen, Fu Shanglin, Chu 
Yuean, Chen Dinghong and Mao Qijun. Ibid., p. 62. It lasted for two years with "some 
accomplishments". Xiandong Liu, "Zhongyangdaxue shehuixuexi bannian lai de shehuifiiwu" (Social 
Services Conducted by the Central University's Sociology Department in Half a Year), Shehui jianshe 
(The Journal of Social Reconstruction), 1, 3 (July 1948): 65. 
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projects, and recruit new staff, so it was far from ideal，，.54 Gu explained that the 
budget of the Ministry was only 0.2% of the nation's total expenditures. The Ministry 
was forced to be passive. It could do remedial work only or deal with the problems of 
a single place at one time. He told the audience that the Ministry would resume its 
normal function after the country regained stability. ^ ^ 
As a result, the Sociology Department of Central University was adversely 
affected. Facing financial stringency of the Department, the Chancellor of the 
University, in spring 1944, had to remind the Ministry of Society that the annual 
subsidy of $20,000 to the Department be paid on time for the Department had only 
received $40,000 since 1941. In late 1945, he claimed another $60,000 from the 
Ministry for the social service experimental area in the past twelve months.^^ The 
Department could not operate without enough money. Neither did the national 
government have the ability to alter the devastating socio-economic situations in 
China. 
The inflation disaster during and after the war seemed to be the main cause of the 
national government's financial crisis. The average prices rose over two thousand 
times between 1937 and August 1945. By 1945, government income equaled only 
54 "Zhongguo shehuixueshe jishi" (A Record of the Chinese Sociological Society), Shehuixue kan (The 
Journal of Sociology), 6 (April, 1948): 64. 
55 Ibid. 
56 "Shehuixuexi shezhi shehuifuwu shiyanqu de youguan wenshu (1944-1946) (Documents Related to 
the Establishment of Social Service Experimental Area by the Sociology Department (1944-1946)), 
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one-third of expenditures.^^ Recognizing the danger of demoralization among soldiers 
and government officials, the government had to cut their wages. Not only the money 
given to the Ministry of Society was reduced, all other less urgent expenditures were 
also cut down. Government cash expenditures in 1944 in real terms had fallen to less 
than one-fourth of its prewar expenditures.^^ However, as the war proceed, military 
expenditures soared. Huge resources were required to maintain the American troops 
in China and reform the Nationalist army. Conditions continued and deteriorated 
during the civil war years. 
The syllabus of the newly restored Sociology Department under Sun Benwen 
was designed to give equal emphasis on theory and practice. By 1949, teachers and 
students of the Department had adopted a dual method in their studies. On the one 
hand, they studied sociological theories with the hope to establish a Chinese sociology; 
on the other hand, they actively engaged in social work with the hope to improve 
social life and enhance social welfare.^^ Sun Benwen understood that being practical 
was more preferable in the post-war years of social reconstruction. Therefore, soon 
after the national government was back to Nanjing, he promptly decided to establish a 
NCU, 648/2474, pp. 25-37, 90-98. 
57 Suzanne Pepper, "The KMT-CCP Conflict 1945-1949," John K. Fairbank and Albert Feuerwerker 
ed., The Cambridge History of China, V. 13，Republican China 1912-1949，Part 2 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1986), p. 741. 
58 Lloyd E. Eastman, "Nationalist China during the Sino-Japanese War 1937-1945," Ibid., p. 588. 
59 "Zhongyangdaxue shehuixuexi jinkuang" (Recent Conditions of the Central University's Sociology 
Department), Shehui Jianshe (Social Reconstruction), 1, 2 (June 1948): 77-8; Xiandong Liu, 
"Zhongyangdaxue shehuixuexi bannian lai de shehui fliwu", (Social Services Conducted by the Central 
University's Sociology Department in Half a Year): 65. 
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workstation at Xuanwu Lake in Nanjing. Zhu Yuean and Chen Dinghong, both 
professors of the Sociology Department, were responsible for this undertaking. 
Unfortunately, the experiment aborted because of unknown economic reasons. Taking 
the post-war financial crisis in China into account, Sun Benwen began to question the 
reliability of the government as the only source of subsidies. He managed to 
encourage his students to participate in those social services organized by other social 
service organizations. 
Some social services provided by sociology students of the Central University 
were recorded in the first half of 1948/'° In early January, the Board of Society of the 
Nanjing municipal government launched a winter-relief program for the poor in the 
capital. As details about poor households in each district had to be obtained, sociology 
students of the Central University were invited to help the investigations. On January 
13, they visited a random sample of households in the first and the third districts in 
the cast where about 6,400 poor households were located. Another service was related 
with Nanjing's Chinese Red Cross. This organization was concerned about the lack of 
winter clothes for the poor living in the government winter-protection centers in 
Nanjing. When clothes were ready, students，help was sought to distribute the clothes 
to the poor. The most impressive job was done in early March. Nearly all students of 
沾 Xiandong Liu, ''Zhongyangdaxue shehuixuexi bannian lai de shehui fliwu’，，(Social Services 
Conducted by the Central University�Sociology Department in Haifa Year): 65. 
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the Sociology Department from March 5 worked for the Public Food Distribution and 
Sales Committee of the municipal government to deliver rice-purchase cards to every 
household. Rice distribution and sales therefore could be completed in the first district 
on March 8 as scheduled by the Executive Yuan. Cooperation between the Sociology 
Department and the government was a salient feature of these social services. 
What the Sociology Department achieved during and after the war was 
unprecedented. For the first time, Sun Benwen's aim of the Department at facilitating 
the progress of social work was finally realized; sociology students now had 
opportunities to leam outside the classroom; and, to some extent, the people in need 
benefited from the provision of social services. However, judging from the degree to 
which the Department contributed to social improvement, its contribution was limited. 
The duration of the social service experimental area in Zhongdukou from 1944-1946 
was too short. Whether the finds of the experiment were applicable to other areas was 
questionable. In fact, the Ministry of Society could not afford to subsidize new 
experimental areas after 1946. Afterwards, the Department did not initiate any new 
programs and the students could only play an auxiliary role in helping other 
organizations to provide social services. The social services provided by sociology 
students were more like charity work than the provision of social welfare. Because of 




Academic sociologists and other intellectuals were committed to study Chinese 
and Western cultures in order to create a new culture for China. Through the 
comparison of Sun Benwen to his contemporaries such as Liang Shuming and Chen 
Xujing, we find that Sun represented some academic sociologists who favored a 
compromise of Chinese and Western cultures. Only the good points of both cultures 
would be included in the new Chinese culture. Cultural eclecticism neither advocated 
total Westernization nor supported a restoration of traditional Chinese culture in 
China. 
Academic sociologists were characterized by their cordial relations with the 
Nationalist government. For example, Sun Benwen's cultural eclecticism, which 
maintained a balancing view on Chinese and Western cultures, was compatible with 
the government's attitude to the two cultures. Moreover, members of the Chinese 
Sociological Society, which was set up as a pure academic organization, only 
concerned themselves with academic matters. They were not interested in discussing 
politics but willing to serve the government. 
Yet, the Sociology Department of National Central University under Sun's 
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leadership achieved little in concrete social improvements. The main reason for the 
limited achievements was the lack of capital. Sun Benwen had to rely on the Ministry 
of Society's financial support for running the Sociology Department and the social 
service experimental areas. Nevertheless, the Ministry was also facing financial 
difficulties in the inflation disaster after the war. The very small budget of the 





As an academic sociologist, Sun Benwen had high hope on the government in 
solving social problems. His idea of cultural eclecticism basically matched the 
Nationalist government's attitude to Chinese and Western cultures. He stressed the 
leading role of the government in guiding social reconstruction through reforming 
Chinese culture. Although the Chinese Sociological Society under his leadership was 
mainly an academic organization without any political motives, he did not refuse to 
use his knowledge of sociology to serve the government. However, this intimate and 
cordial relationship between Sun and the government did not have many fruitful 
results. His Sociology Department was forced to close down in the 1930s. The 
restoration of the Department after 1941 only brought about limited achievements. 
What went wrong? If we look deeper, there were contradictions and conflicts between 
academic sociologists and the state, that made their relations very fragile. In this 
respect, the problems mainly came from the Nationalist government. 
Problems of the Nationalist Government 
Sun Benwen hoped that the Nationalist government would adopt his reform 
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proposals as a part of the plan for social reconstruction. In fact, most academic 
sociologists considered the government indispensable in sponsoring social 
reconstruction in China. Considering China's huge population and vast territories, 
they had to rely on a powerful centralized government to implement the social and 
economic reform policies. In theory, the government could perform several important 
functions related to socio-economic reforms. It had relatively abundant capital to 
finance reforms; it could recruit the best persons to administer the reforms; and it 
could draw up a comprehensive plan for reconstruction. The government could 
implement the plan forcefully by making laws to enforce its policies. Education and 
propaganda campaigns, on the other hand, could help mobilize people to support and 
cooperate with the government. Whether the government was bureaucratic or 
capitalist in nature did not seem to be sociologists' concern. The strong liberal 
tradition in Western sociology never gained much ground in China, and most 
academic sociologists were not critics of the authoritarian political system. 
Academic sociologists did through every means possible try to influence the 
Nationalist government's policies. They put forward their proposals of social 
reconstruction in books and periodicals and devoted to training sociology students in 
universities, both for the field of sociology as well as for the state and society. Some 
of them joined the government and participated in the policy-making process. 
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However, academic sociologists' influences on the government were slight and 
achievements were limited. Prior to 1937, the government was preoccupied with anti-
Communist political campaigns and military preparations against the Japanese. 
Practical subjects such as medicine and engineering therefore became much more 
useful than humanities and social sciences in China's higher education. The case of 
the Sociology Department of the National Central University showed that the 
government's concern was only political power. It forced the Department to cease 
operation twice in the 1930s. Reviewing the difficulty social sciences faced in China, 
Francis L. K. Hsu, a Chinese sociologist, reiterated the importance of social scientists 
in the war] 
We have to remember, however, that our best war effort is not in the production of guns 
and planes or the invention of secret weapons but in how best to facilitate the actions of 
our Allies with the material resources at our command. This indicates a whole-hearted 
cooperation with the armies and air forces which operate near or with us. These are not 
engineering or mechanical problems; they are political, economic and social problems. 
Only by recognizing their true nature can we play our part as a faithful and responsible 
partner of the war; only by looking at them squarely in the face can we begin to solve 
them. 
On the other hand, academic sociologists still possessed the characteristics of 
traditional Chinese intellectuals. They liked to express their views on national affairs 
by writing to newspapers and magazines, and publishing in periodicals or academic 
journals. Whether the authorities adopted their proposals of national salvation is 
1 Francis L. K. Hsu, "Sociological Research in China," Quarterly Bulletin of Chinese Bibliography, 
(New Series), 4, 1-4, (March-December 1944): 17. 
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difficult to answer because the government was subject to various influences from 
inside and outside China. However, their suggestions must have had little chance to be 
noticed. 
The first reason is that public opinions from society seldom easily influenced an 
autocratic government such as the Nationalist regime. It only listened to those 
opinions that were close to its policies. When Chen Lifu headed the Ministry of 
Education from 1938 to 1944, he imposed rigid controls on the school curriculum 
which reflected the Guomindang orthodoxy and the Three People's Principles. The 
secret police under Chen implemented the CC Clique's decisions by force. In the 
West, sociologists were encouraged to challenge and criticize their governments. They 
would not feel at risk in opposing the authorities for they were protected by the 
liberal-democratic political system. In China, academic independence could not be 
realized particularly in areas such as Nanjing and Shanghai which were under the 
direct control of the Guomindang. Sun Benwen and his friends in the Chinese 
Sociological Society understood that they could survive and continue their work only 
if they would work within the boundaries set by the government. Opinions different 
from the government's might put one into prison or even to death. Consequently, the 
academic sociologists' plans of social reconstruction seldom touched political 
problems or advocated changes to the existing social structure. As Chinese Marxist 
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scholars criticized the "bourgeois sociologists”，the latter dared not tackle the very 
serious land ownership problems in the countryside because it would have 
undermined the established interests of the urban capitalist class who owned the land. 
Academic sociologists had to be reformers, not revolutionaries. 
Secondly, sociologists' criticisms of China's social problems might have 
offended government officials. If they, wittingly and unwittingly, portrayed the black 
side of Chinese society to the public, they would have indirectly exposed the 
incompetence of the Nanjing government.^ Ironically, for similar reasons, the Chinese 
Communist government condemned sociology after 1952 because theoretically there 
should be no social problems in socialist society. It might also be true that the ideas of 
social change, social progress or social reform were incompatible with the ruling style 
of the Nationalist Party, which emphasized an authoritarian political leadership.^ 
Thirdly, there was an absence of official channels through which sociologists 
could directly affect policy making. They were on the periphery of what was going on 
in the political core. 
Nonetheless, it seems that the academic sociologists and the Nationalist 
2 Li Jinghan, who was noted for conducting social surveys, seemed to have ignored any political danger. 
He said, "The aim of conducting social surveys in the old society is to unveil the facts and phenomena. 
(We) find social problems from the facts and provide the people with the solutions to solve the 
problems". Shaofang Hu, "Shehuixue jie yi qisu—fang Zhongguo renmin daxue Li Jinghan jiaoshou" 
(A Venerable Scholar in the Sociological Community一An Interview with Professor Li Jinghan, the 
People's University of China), Tuan jie bao, (October 30, 1982), p. 1. 
3 Kang Wang, Xuebu ji—Shehuixue zai Zhongguo (A Collection of Learning to Walk—Sociology in 
China), (Tianjin: Tianjin renmin chubanshe, 1983), pp. 16-7. 
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government were on the same side under the Communist attacks. Although the 
political connections between Marxist sociologists and the Communist Party were not 
too clear^ both were opponents to "bourgeois sociology". They denounced it as 
pseudo science because it contradicted with the "true science，，一historical materialism. 
Productive forces were the key to social change, and society was composed of 
different classes. Social work which combined sociological theory with Christian 
charity was therefore seen by the Marxist sociologists as giving left-overs to the 
exploited propertyless classes in order to wear off their class consciousness and 
resistance. Social work could be used to remedy the unequal capitalist system and 
"bourgeois sociology" helped to maintain and protect the bourgeois interest and order. 
On the other hand, the academic sociologists might be suspected by the 
authorities because it was believed that sociology was somewhat related to socialism. 
Xu Shilian, sociology professor at the Yanjing University, was nearly put into prison 
for this reason. He recalled that Yu Tianxiu's Chinese Journal of Sociology could not 
publish regularly because 
the government sometimes looked upon this as a kind of radical publication. In those days many 
people considered "sociology" as a kind of "socialism"; and a "sociologist" as a kind of radical 
thinker. When General Chang Tsung-chang was in control of Peking, about 1926, Dr. Yu was for 
some unexplained reason arrested by the military. The writer was at once warned by his friends 
that he might also be arrested because he was a professor of sociology and a co-editor with Dr. 
4 Leo Douw, "Chinese Rural Sociology in the 1930s: On the Acculturation of Social Scientists' 
Political Attitudes," pp. 101-2. 
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Yu of the Chinese Journal of Sociology, 
The sense of insecurity and worries was widespread among academic sociologists. 
As a result, academic sociologists had to openly clarify the differences between 
sociology and socialism/historical materialism.^ Undoubtedly, they were under 
Guomindang's political pressures not to associate themselves with Marxist 
sociologists who were thought to be sympathetic with the Chinese Communist Party. 
As a critic of Marxist socialism, Sun Benwen considered sociology a science using 
objective scientific methods to understand human society but socialism and historical 
materialism were only suggestions or viewpoints of one's subjective opinion. From an 
academic point of view, he had reservations on the idea that the economic factor was 
the only force determining social development. Other factors such as culture and 
attitude were also important, he asserted, and the Marxist doctrine of class conflicts 
was irrelevant to Chinese society. He insisted that to solve social problems the 
interests of all parties should be taken into account? There should be cooperation 
rather than confrontation in society. Although the academic sociologists were anxious 
to differentiate sociology from socialism, the belief that sociology was related to 
5 Leonard Shih-lien Hsu, "The Sociological Movement in China," Pacific Affairs, 4, 4, (April 1931), p. 
289. 
6 Academic sociologists' works making the clarification included Liu Shuqin's translation Shehuixue 
gailun (1930), Bu Yuzhi's Shehuixue ji shehuiwenti (1933) and Sun Benwen's Shehuixue yuanli (1935). 
Yabin Yang, Zhongguo shehuixue shi (History of Chinese Sociology), (Jinan: Shandong renmin 
chubanshe, 1987), pp. 326-28. 
7 Ibid.，pp.338，631-32. 
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socialism still made the Nationalists very sensitive. 
Nevertheless, the demand for specialists in social work and social administration 
during and after the Sino-Japanese War urged the government to cooperate with the 
academic sociologists. The new Ministry of Society was active in sponsoring 
sociology departments to offer courses in social work and social administration. The 
number of universities with sociology departments increased sharply. Perhaps more 
important was the fact that some academic sociologists were invited by the 
government to participate in the policy-making process. They were able to voice out 
their opinions to officials directly. A working relationship between sociologists and 
the government was then established. 
Although the Nationalist government felt the urge to reconstruct society, it 
became incapable to do so in times of deepening national crisis. The year 1941 not 
only witnessed the restoration of the Central University's Sociology Department, but 
also marked another phase of China's military resistance against the Japanese after 
Pearl Harbor in America was bombed by Japan. Political and military struggles 
between the Nationalists and the Communists continued during the war and even 
intensified after 1945. Soon the Nationalist government went into another life-and-
death war with the Communists. Military campaigns exhausted the country's limited 
resources. Under the destructive effects of hyperinflation on the economy in the post-
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war years, the national government was forced to cut expenses on the less urgent 
social development programs. War, social disorder and poor transportation, of course, 
were unfavorable to research activities. On the other hand, the limited achievements 
of academic sociologists were also due to the weaknesses of the sociologists 
themselves. 
Limitations of the Academic Sociologists 
Sociologists and other patriotic modem Chinese intellectuals all hoped China 
would become a modem nation like the Western countries, especially Britain and 
America. Their differences were in the approach, scope and pace of modernization. 
Sun Benwen and other academic sociologists inclined to suggest rather moderate 
reforms. The principle Sun upheld in solving China's social problems was that the 
state's ideology must be respected, the established policies of the government must 
not be ignored/ and reforms should have boundaries. In contrast, Marxist sociologists 
advocated revolutionary changes of Chinese society. As asserted by G. William 
Skinner, Chinese sociologists had long clung to political leftism. He puts it quite well, 
"Even a superficial investigation of Chinese society convinced most of them that 
radical changes in social patterning and structure were prerequisites for appreciable 
8 Benwen Sun, Xiandai Zhongguo shehuiwenti (Social Problems in Modem China), v. 4, Laogong 
wenti (Labor Problems), 4'卜 ed., (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1948), p. 203. 
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improvement in the people's welfare，？ 
To Marxist historians, reforms could not solve China's problems. Yang Yabin 
was critical of Sun Benwen because the latter only suggested an expedient method but 
not a fundamental solution. Solving social problems was to remedy the "old" Chinese 
social system. Sun neglected society's economic foundation and class relations 
because "he was limited by his class status and world views, and influenced by the 
idea that China should be treated as the essence, and the West as the tool for practical 
use.，，io Yang's criticism represents the general viewpoints of mainland historians on 
non-Marxist modem Chinese intellectuals in pre-Liberation China. 
Fei Xiaotong did explain why he did not suggest revolutionary changes of 
Chinese society. It was because he could not understand the peasants. He regretted, 
My friendship toward the peasants was insufficient. The attitude that I took was no more than 
that of an outsider. I didn't become a peasant. I couldn't really understand their mental pain and 
suffering. Thus my opinions at that time were all reformist. In the final analysis, we all worked to 
preserve the old social system. To be correct, one must argue for revolution. But in my books I 
did not advocate revolution." 
If class difference separated Fei Xiaotong from the peasants and shaped his outlook of 
reform, Sun Benwen's departure from the masses was due to another reason. The 
9 G. William Skinner, "The New Sociology in China," The Far Eastern Quarterly, 10, 4，(August 1951): 
365. 
Yabin Yang, Zhongguo shehuixue shi (History of Chinese Sociology), (Jinan: Shandong renmin 
chubanshe, 1987), p. 322; Chen Shude described Sun Benwen's bourgeois sociology as idealism which 
ignored the material means of production. Shude Chen, "Sun Benwen he Shehuixue yuanli" (Sun 
Benwen and The Principles of Sociology), Du Shu, 3, (March 1984): 144; Lei Jieqiong criticized 
bourgeois sociology of lacking a macro study of society such as class analysis. Jieqiong Lei, "Dui 
jiefang qian shehuixue zhuangkuang de yidian guji" (An Analysis of Chinese Sociology Before 
Liberation), Shehui (Society), 2, (May 1982): 6. 
“Xiaoxiao Liu, "Ji neidijiwei zhishifenzi de tanhua" (Conversations with Chinese Intellectuals), Ming 
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difference between Fei and Sun in terms of social research methods is that Fei was 
against library research in which findings were only discoveries from the study of 
history and the application of foreign theories. He thought field investigation through 
personal observation and interviews would produce much more accurate and reliable 
results. Fei's Peasant Life in China (1939) and other works have enjoyed a high 
reputation in the academic circles mainly because they are based upon empirical 
studies. However, Sun Benwen's knowledge about Chinese society was mainly 
derived from other researchers' printed reports. He did not bring himself to the real 
situations. Even for the social facts that served as the foundation of the knowledge 
about social problems, Sun gathered information about these facts more from 
published statistics than from scientific social surveys. In fact, by 1949, he had only 
conducted four social surveys, and most of them were focused on the Nanjing 
popu la t ion . 12 Not only were the accuracy and reliability of his research questionable, 
but his understanding of Chinese society was superficial. Research methods, perhaps 
more than his class background, alienated Sun from the masses. What he saw was the 
visible and superficial "social problems". 
baoyue kan (Ming Pao Monthly), 7，12, (December 1972): 44. 
12 All the empirical studies were conducted during the Civil War period (1946-1949). See Benwen Sun 
and Yixing Chen, "Hunan Changsha Chonglibao xiangcun tiaocha" (Rural Surveys on Chonglibao, 
Changsha, Hunan), Shehui jianshe (Social Reconstruction), 1, 2，(June 1948): 26-39; Benwen Sun and 
End Zhao, "Nanjingshi de gongchang laogong" (Nanjing's Factory Workers), Shehui jianshe (Social 
Reconstruction), 1, 5, (September 1948): 40-8. Another two were "Nanjingshi wu shi erjiaoyuan 
jiating shenghuo feiyong de fenxi" (An Analysis of the Daily Expenses of Fifty-two Teacher Families 
in Nanjing) and "Nanjingshi renhou de fenxi" (An Analysis of Nanjing's Population) jointly conducted 
by Sun Benwen and Ling Chuxuan, and Xi Ruji respectively. 
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Sun Benwen's reformist outlook was not unrelated to his Western cultural 
background. He exposed himself to the Western culture through studying sociology in 
America. He might be influenced by the general intellectual trend in the Western 
world that opposed Marxist social revolution. In particular, he was affected by 
American sociology. As William F. Ogbum's student, he studied social problems from 
the perspectives of the Cultural School which regarded cultural maladjustment as the 
main cause of social problems. Sun also wanted to preserve some elements of 
traditional Chinese culture. To him, Chinese culture was not inferior to Western 
culture. On the contrary, it was a culture with thousands of years of history, and its 
own characteristics. The question that faced Sun and other intellectuals was as to 
which parts of the Chinese culture should be kept untouched and which parts should 
be replaced by elements of Western culture. Sun Benwen did not give us a satisfactory 
answer to this question. 
However, Sun did disclose his plan. Since the West was superior to China in the 
invention and use of material culture, he did not object to the wholesale 
Westernization. Western science, machines and organizational forms were especially 
important to China's modernization. Nonetheless, he inclined to maintain the 
established Chinese non-material cultural products such as social customs, moral 
values, fine arts and literature. The System of Living with Close Relatives as 
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discussed in Chapter 5 best illustrates his idea of cultural eclecticism. In this case and 
others, Sun relied upon Chinese culture to maintain harmonious inter-personal 
relations. 
Nevertheless, the proposals of national salvation put forward by Sun Benwen and 
other academic sociologists aimed more at preventing the socio-economic problems 
from occurring in the future than to saving the people from the present hardship. They 
were trying to find the right solution through different combinations of Western and 
Chinese cultures. Whether Sun's cultural eclecticism was applicable to Chinese 
society needed time to prove. Cultural reform is a slow process. Concrete problems 
could not be solved immediately. Perhaps, sociologists should have given priority to 
applied research in order to demonstrate the scientific values of sociology. Only when 
it has gained recognition from the scientific world and society at large can it have a 
solid foundation for further development. 
Having succeeded the tradition of the Chinese literati, academic sociologists like 
Sun Benwen tended to conduct academic research in order to look for ways to solve 
society's problems. They seldom involved themselves in social movements pushing 
for social changes. Sun remained an academic sociologist and the Chinese 
Sociological Society an academic organization. It must be noted that Sun regarded 
himself as a scholar from the start, and his duty was to conduct academic research. 
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Also, fearing that any organized movement might be interpreted by the government as 
anti-Guomindang, he tried to confine himself to the academic world. 
When the academic sociologists had to decide whether they should stay in the 
mainland or leave for Taiwan in 1949, they must have taken the political factor and 
ideological factor into account. Generally speaking, sociologists who preferred to stay 
in the mainland might value a capable government more than academic independence. 
They had to give up sociology and accept Marxist viewpoints. But sociologists who 
fled to Taiwan were rigid anti-Communists and still had hopes on the Nationalist 
government. What really made Sun Benwen stay in the Communist regime after 1949 
was unknown. Perhaps, what he longed for was an effective government which could 
put theories into practice. As he once stated, "There is a core element in every step (of 
planned social change), that is sound leadership. A successful social movement would 
depend completely on the leaders. Both the plan and the approach are secondary".^^ 
Certainly, Sun Benwen did not draw a detailed and applicable plan of social 
reconstruction for China. The character of his cultural eclecticism is destined to be 
unrealistic. Most important, his faith and trust on the Nationalist government's power 
and authority to lead social reconstruction show that Sun was a political conservative. 
He restricted himself within the boundary of existing policies before the government 
Benwen Sun, Shehuixue yuanli (Principles of Sociology), 2"'' ed., (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 
1935)，p. 546. 
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actually opposed any of his reform proposals. 
However, because of the "bourgeois" nature of sociology, the Communist 
government abolished its teaching after 1952. All sociology departments in the 
Chinese universities ceased to operate. The misfortune of the academic sociologists in 
modem China evidenced that reform is impossible under an authoritarian government. 
Social reforms must be accompanied by political reforms. For example, the American 
government under Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal Administration (1933-1937) 
was so open and liberal that a large number of sociologists were invited to serve in 
various government departments. The co-optation of sociologists into the government 
encouraged American sociologists (The Chicago School, for example) to emphasize 
empirical studies. Usually, the research results and proposals aroused the 
government's concern about certain issues. Applied sociology was then able to 
become a scientific tool for policy makers in the United States. As a consequence, the 
American government granted financial assistance to the applied sociologists, and 
took the initiative to launch the movements to popularize sociology. A liberal-
democratic political system would give autonomy to a science, which would then be 
empowered to operate according to its own professional norms and to make decisions 
according to its value standards. 
In China, the academic sociologists had limited achievements mainly because the 
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Nationalist government treated political and military struggles with the Communists 
and Japan as far more important and urgent than social, economic and cultural 
developments. The government had transferred resources from humanities and social 
sciences to practical subjects in order to prepare for the war against Japan. When it 
came to social reconstruction during the war, the subsidy was too little and too late. 
The government was also suspicious of sociologists' socialist inclination. 
Unfortunately and ironically, official suspicion of sociologists and sociology 
continued or even became stronger in China after Liberation. Academic sociologists 
were regarded as "bourgeois" sociologists, and sociology was finally banned in the 
mainland after 1952 until the 1980s. To what extent will the present open-door policy 
and the emphasis on economic reform change the relationship between the state and 
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